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Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) consisting of hundreds or even thousands of
nodes, canbe used for a multitude of applications such as warfare intelligence or to
monitor the environment. A typical WSN node has a limited and usually an
irreplaceable power source and the efficient use of the available power is of utmost
importance to ensure maximum lifetime of each WSN application. Each of the nodes
needs to transmit and communicate sensed data to an aggregation point for use by
higher layer systems. Data and message transmission among nodes collectively
consume the largest amount of energy available in WSNs. The network routing
protocols ensure that every message reaches thedestination and has a direct impact on
the amount of transmissions to deliver messages successfully. To this end, the
transmission protocol within the WSNs should be scalable, adaptable and optimized
to consume the least possible amount of energy to suite different network
architectures and application domains. The inclusion of mobile nodes in the WSNs
deployment proves to be detrimental to protocol performance in terms of nodes
energy efficiency and reliable message delivery. This thesis which proposes a novel
Mobile Data Collector based clustering routing protocol for WSNs is designed that
combines cluster based hierarchical architecture and utilizes three-tier multi-hop
routing strategy between cluster heads to base station by the help of Mobile Data
Collector (MDC) for inter-cluster communication. In addition, a Mobile Data
Collector based routing protocol is compared with Low Energy Adaptive Clustering
Hierarchy and A Novel Application Specific Network Protocol for Wireless Sensor
Networks routing protocol. The protocol is designed with the following in mind:
minimize the energy consumption of sensor nodes, resolve communication holes
issues, maintain data reliability, finally reach tradeoff between energy efficiency and
latency in terms of End-to-End, and channel access delays. Simulation results have
shown that the Mobile Data Collector based clustering routing protocol for WSNs
could beeasily implemented in environmental applications where energy efficiency of
sensor nodes, network lifetime and data reliability are major concerns.
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ABSTRAK
Rangkaian Sensor Tanpa Wayar (RSTW) yang terdiri daripada beratus-ratus atau
beribu-ribu nod, boleh digunakan untuk pelbagai aplikasi seperti perisikan peperangan
atau pemantauan persekitaran. Satu nod RSTW tipikal mempunyai sumber tenaga
terhad dan biasanya tidak boleh bertukar ganti. Penggunaan sumber tenaga secara
berkesan adalah penting untuk memastikan jangka hayat maksimum setiap applikasi
RSTW. Setiap nod perlu berkomunikasi dengan titik terpilih dan menghantar data
yang dikesan kepada titik tersebut, untuk membolehkan data berkenaan digunakan
oleh sistem lapisan yang lebih tinggi. Penghantaran data dan mesej antara nod secara
kolektifhya menggunakan jumlah terbesar tenaga yang wujud dalam RSTW. Protokol
rangkaian laluan baru diperlukan untuk memastikan bahawa setiap mesej sampai ke
destinasi dengan selamat; protokol ini juga akan mempunyai kesan langsung kepada
jumlah penghantaran untuk menyampaikan mesej dengan jayanya. Untuk tujuan ini,
protokol penghantaran dalam RSTW seharusnya berskala, boleh disesuaikan dengan
pelbagai keadaan, dan dioptimumkan penggunaan jumlah tenaganya selari dengan
sen! bina rangkaian dan domain applikasi yang berbeza-beza. Kemasukan nod-nod
mudah alih dalam RSTW terbukti memudaratkan prestasi protokol dari segi
kecekapan penggunaan tenaga nod-nod RSTW berkenaan dan keberkesanan
penghantaran mesej. Tesis ini mencadangkan protokol laluan baru berasaskan
Pemungut Data Mudah Alih (PDMA); rekaan RSTW menggabungkan seni bina
hierarki berkelompok. Komunikasi antara kelompok (kluster) yang disokong oleh
PDMA melibatkan strategi tiga peringkat lompatan pelbagai laluan di antara ketua-
ketua kluster dengan stesen pangkalan. Di samping itu, protokol laluan berasaskan
PDMA dibandingkan dengan protokol-protokol terkini seperti Hierarki Kluster
Adaptasi Tenaga Rendah dan Protokol Rangkaian Aplikasi Khusus untuk Rangkaian
Sensor Tanpa Wayar. Protokol berasaskan PDMA ini direka dengan mengambil kira
perkara-perkara berikut: pengurangan penggunaan tenaga bagi nod-nod sensor;
penyelesaian isu-isu lohong-lohong komunikasi; pengekalan kebolehpercayaan data;
akhirnya, persekataan di antara kecekapan penggunaan tenaga dan kepantasan
viii
komunikasi pangkal-ke-pangkal serta kelewatan akses saluran. Keputusan simulasi
telah menunjukkan bahawa RSTW yang menggunakan protokol laluan berkelompok
berasaskan PDMA boleh dilaksanakan dengan berkesan dalam aplikasi-aplikasi alam
sekitar yang menitikberatkan aspek kecekapan tenaga nod-nod sensor, jangka hayat
rangkaian dan kebolehpercayaan data.
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Technological developments during the last few years in the field of micro
electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) and wireless communications have realized the
idea of small nodes network; these small wireless nodes are capable of"sensing" any
measurable phenomena in its immediate vicinity [1,2]. The electronics of sensing can
measure ambient conditions of the environment surrounding the sensorand transform
them to an electronic signal message. The concept is to have a huge, collaborative
network ofentities being able to sense and wirelessly convey messages containing the
sensed data to higher-level systems for analysis and reactive measures. These entities
(or sensor nodes) form a wireless connected network to meet the intended application
domain's requirements. Industry accepts this network of nodes as Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs). The network of nodes may consist ofhundreds or even thousands
ofnodes, which implies that it should be very cheap toproduce in large quantities and
be adaptable to different application areas. The implementation and usage of WSNs
may vary from environmental monitoring to biological applications and military
applications concerned with surveillance, reconnaissance and targeting [1, 3,4].
Every node is in restraint as a limited power supply comes to be essential concern
in a consideration of the size and construction of a WSNs node. The functional
lifetime of each node directly affects the performance of the WSNs as a whole.
Collectively all the nodes within the WSNs should consume the least possible
quantity ofenergy to prolong the lifetime of the total network.
The term "Sink" accepted as a base station that will collect and possibly store all
the sensed information from each ofthe sensing nodes. The WSNs paradigm dictates
that there always be at least one base station, but need not be limited to one. Base
stations typically do not have the same energy constraints as the majority of sensing
nodes and should be the only interfaces to higher-level systems that will consume the
sensed data. The sensing nodes are generally accepted as "source nodes" that will
gather information from its sensors. The sensed information in the format of a
message that will be transmitted wirelessly across multiple source nodes in an attempt
to deliver the original sensed information towards the base station. The decision to
create messages from sensed information is based on the WSNs applications, and may
be requested from or initiated by a source node. A routing protocol is the mechanism
implemented and utilized to determine the path a message should take to traverse the
source nodes in an attempt to eventually reach the base station. The design of a
routing protocol determines the amount of message transmissions and directly affects
the energy efficiency of WSNs [4, 5].
Mobility in the mobility environment should be handled by WSNs protocols;
these protocols recreate the topology of network by responding upon the sensor nodes
mobility and rapidly elude accumulative packet loss. This research addresses the
sensor nodes mobility in WSNs that collaborates with cluster based routing and
Mobile Data Collector (MDC) nodes act as a relay node to forward the data towards
base station. This protocol enables mobile sensor nodes to create clusters. After the
formation of cluster, the cluster head receive the sensed data from sensor nodes and
immediately forward the data towards the base station by the help of MDC, which is
moving within the network. This protocol reduces the energy consumption of sensor
nodes, resolve communication holes and provide reliable data message delivery from
source to destination.
The succeeding subsections of this chapter are organized as follows: L2 describes
the research motivation. Section 1.3 outlines the research questions, aims and
objectives. The research thesis scope is demonstrated in section 1.4, while Section 1.5
illustrates the study modules in the form of a block diagram. Contributions of this
research are discussed in Section 1.6. Section 1.7 provides thesis organization of
remaining chapters. Finally, section 1.8 is summarizing the chapter.
1.2 Research Motivation
Mobility has been presented in WSNs architecture and becoming significantly
suitable ina wide range ofapplications such as civil and military applications, disaster
recovery, environmental monitoring, traffic control, structural monitoring, wildlife
tracking, inventory management in industrial environments, robotic surveillance and
medical care.
More and more portable digital computing devices has been taken into application
in our lives such as mobile phones, laptops, Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), mp3
and mp4 players, as technologies of digital integrated circuit and microelectronics
develop. Thus, mobile wireless communication networks for connecting portable
devices to make them interactive have drawn more and more attention. For example,
wireless cellular networks used widely with fixed and wired base stations have been
deployed all over the world for mobile phones in the Global System for Mobile
Communication (GSM).
The other category in mobile wireless networks is adhoc networks, often referred
as a loose definition of wireless networks, which consist of a variety of devices and
allow them to establish communication anytime and anywhere without any central
infrastructure [6]. For the perspective of wide application, MANETs have a certain
place for many researchers' interest [7]. Specialties of WSNs lead to special
challenges; energy efficiency is one of the most critical considerations on design of
WSNs, because sensor nodes are often inaccessible and hence their battery is not
renewable in most cases. Moreover, different kinds of holes occur during
communication in these networks like energy, routing and jamming holes, etc., that
creates geographically correlated problem areas. In fixed infrastructure, all nodes need
to cooperate to maintain connectivity because some of the nodes are chosen as
intermediate nodes to forward data packets toward destination. Therefore, routing of
data packets between a pair of nodes in an efficient way is an important issue of
WSNs. The metrics used toevaluate protocols for WSNs are usually as follows:
• Ease of deployment: WSNs may contain numerous nodes that need to be
installed in distant or risky conditions, enabling users to extract details in
different methods. This involves that the protocol must be highly self-
organizing to deploy nodes autonomously and enable them to complete
sensing tasks cooperatively.
• Energy efficiency: As described above, energy is quite precious in WSNs.
Therefore, how to reduce energy consumption should be taken into account in
every aspect ofdesigning protocols for WSNs.
• Prolong Network Lifetime: Ofcourse, lifetime of single node canbe prolonged
once the energy dissipation is reduced, but the term "lifetime" here is referred
to as a metric of the whole network. The lifetime of the whole network is
definedusually at the time whilemost of the nodes are in operationwithin the
network, because end users interested in whole network information not only
part of specific nodes. Thus, in addition to reduce energy dissipation of each
node as much as possible, keeping balance energy consumption among all
nodes must be considered in design of protocols to ensure that the network
stays alive as a whole as long as possible.
• Communication Holes: Numerous irregularities can arise in the wireless
sensor networks due to energy, routing, coverage, sink/black and jamming
holes that can impair their functionality. In the designing of routing protocol
must be considered to avoid these holes to maintain the performance of the
network in an efficient manner.
• Quality: This definition in WSNs is different from that in MANET, users care
for high-level description of monitored events in certain region, not all data
packets. Therefore, the quality of WSNs referred as the quality of data
information required by end users.
There are two ways to enhance Energy performance; a good hardware and
software design. The hardware viewpoint might contain hardware platforms which are
low power in nature, for example, a low power wake-up radio, or energy efficient
transceivers and a low power Central Processing Unit (CPU). The software
perspective comprises making energy efficient software for the overall system [8, 9,
10]. The emphasis of this research dissertation is to improve network lifetime with
data message reliability from thesoftware perspective by thehelp of efficient routing.
1.3 Research Questions, Aims and Objectives
The overall quest of the research project can be formulated as follows:
• How to minimize the energy depletion of communication by reducing the
transmission distance operation?
• How to balance network performance that adequately maintains latency while
at the same time improving data reliability inthe context ofenergy efficiency?
• What is the optimal sensor nodes deployment architecture for effectivenodes
collaboration in data collection based on sensed environment?
• Finally, what are the energy and data reliability benefits in such a design?
This research dissertation investigates the existing routing protocols for both
traditional WSNs and Mobility Aware routing protocol and develops Mobile Data
Collector (MDC) based clustering routing protocol namely referred in this research
dissertation as MDC based LEACH. The proposed protocol compares with Low
Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) Protocol and A Novel Application
Specific Network Protocol for Wireless Sensor Networks (Hybrid multi-hop LEACH)
routing protocol. The MDC based LEACH combines three-tier hierarchical
architecture, cluster based design, multi-path and multiple-hop routing strategy to
improve energy efficiency of sensor nodes, prolong network lifetime, avoid
communication holes and data transport reliability.
Many protocols proposed for WSNs adopt cluster based hierarchical network
architectures due to high correlation of the data from surrounding nodes. The main
idea of hierarchical protocols is to break the network into a number of clusters; each
cluster makes a cluster head that takes the tasks of control, data fusion and
communication with other clusters and terminal. While in traditional communication,
many routing protocols adopted a multi-hop routing strategy that requires forwarded
data packets to take several hops among nodes before theyreach the final destination.
MDC based LEACH utilizes a multi-hop routing strategy for inter-cluster
communication instead of a direct transmission in order to minimize transmission
energy between cluster heads to the base station by the help of MDC. This proposed
routing protocol also resolves the issues of communication holes in the form of
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energy and routing holes, and provides higher data traffic rate than other cluster based
routing protocol. In order to achieve this, the following objective ought to be
* Develop a Rendezvous-Based solution for Energy optimization and data
transport reliability in hierarchical cluster based routing for Mobile WSNs.
Analytical and simulation results validate that MDC based LEACH can attain
better performance in terms of energy efficiency of sensor nodes, overall network
lifetime and data transport reliability.
1.4 Scope ofWork
In mobility environment, the major source of packet loss is the mobility of sensor
nodes. This research work focus on MDC based clustering routing protocol to support
mobility in WSNs and avoid the inconsistency that may take place when network
layer protocols are designed completely separated from transport layer protocols.
Clustering approach employs three-tier mobile WSNs architecture and mobile data
collector act as relay agent to making efficient routing protocol. This protocol
assumes a single hop between sensor nodes and the cluster head. Clustering hierarchy
with multi-hop routing among the sensor node and the cluster head is beyond the
scope of this work, since multi-hop routing causes high route breaks and needs more
route maintenance to keep network connectivity.
Mobile Data Collector based cluster routing protocol propose, simulate and
authenticate with different approaches for environmental applications, which is based
on multi-hop routing strategy. MDC based LEACH utilizes self-organized sensor
nodes with distributed cluster formation technique, randomly selection of cluster
heads to equally balance the energy consumption among the sensor nodes and finally
forward the data towards the base station by the support of Mobile Data Collector
(MDC).
1.5 Study Modules
Figure 1.1 explained the flow of our research project. The bold lines characterize the
















































However, the scattered lines are denoting to other research areas that are beyond
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the scope of this research work. According to the figure, the sensors mobility can be
handled in all of the layers structure. This research handles the mobility of sensor
nodes in MAC and routing layers; cluster based architecture and mobile data collector
is chosen as the routing protocol.
1.6 Research Contributions
This research work has made a significant contribution in Wireless Sensor Networks
particularly mobility environment. As identified and discussed earlier during the
transmission from the source node to the base station the data packets take single or
multi hop routing strategies. Existing protocols utilizes both routing strategies but still
in these protocols has ample gap between energy efficiency and data reliability in
mobile WSNs.
The proposed and developed mobile data collector based routing protocol (MDC
based LEACH) succeeds in providing tolerance to mobile nodes and mobile data
collector in WSNs. This tolerance is evident in the protocol's ability to ensure energy
efficient and higher successful message delivery towards the base station with the
support of mobile data collector, as compared to other protocols. The mechanism
providing the tolerance to mobile data collector does though consume more
End-to-End delay in these scenarios, this elevated End-to-End delay however still
maintains the acceptable limits and is justified maintaining a high message delivery in
the network. The main contributions of this research dissertation are described as
follows:
• Development of three-tier Mobile WSNs architecture with mobile data
collector in hierarchical cluster based routing protocol, to utilize network
resources efficiently.
• Cluster head selection based on randomized selection and residual energy of
node.
• Sensor nodes are mobile, using multi-hop and multi-path routing strategy.
• The increase of energy efficiency of sensor nodes through designed protocol,
subsequently enhancing the overall network lifetime and improving data
gathering towards the base station.
• Finally, introduced a new flavour ofLEACH cluster based routing protocol.
The higher stability of the designed protocol is reflected in WSNs application,
once compare with LEACH and Hybrid multi-hop LEACH existing protocols.
1.7 Dissertation Outline
This research dissertation is categorized in five chapters, with the summary of each
chapter being described below:
Chapter 1 - Introduction
This introduction provides background information on the subject area and
presents the specific problem that motivated this research work. The chapter
introduces research aims, objectives and highlights the main contributions of the
research. Finally, the study model is introduced at the end of this chapter.
Chapter 2 —Literature Survey
Literature survey presents a brief overview and summary of the body of
knowledge covering WSNs network principles, mobile wireless sensor networks and
data collection techniques with mobile element. In addition, WSNs protocol stack,
hierarchical architecture of mobile WSNs and its types, aims and challenges of
mobility in WSNs, mobile elements and its classifications, data collection mechanism
and mobility impact in WSNs are explained.
Review of existing routing protocols summaries the seminal contributions to
WSNs routing protocols. This chapter also study on design consideration in WSNs
routing protocol and review of data centric, hierarchical-cluster and mobility based
routing protocols are discuss in detail.
Chapter 3 - Design of Mobile Data Collector based Hierarchical Clustering Routing
Protocol
The design consideration of proposed mobile data collector based routing
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protocol, proposed framework and topological architecture including critical
evaluation of benchmark protocols are explained in this chapter. Moreover, this
chapter also provides some background on the simulation environment and
assumptions that are kept constant during simulations, simulation tool and its different
models are discussed in detail.
Chapter 4 - Results and Discussion
Results and discussion presents the experimental principles and procedures used
to produce a set of simulation results. The presented results are objectively analyzed,
discussed and continues with the explanation of factors influencing simulation results.
Chapter 5 - Conclusion and Future Work
Finally, last chapter concludes the whole research work and recommendations for
future work are provided as well.
1.8 Chapter Summary
This research investigates, defines and proposes a mobile WSNs routing protocol
that is energy aware, scalable and tolerant to topological changes due to mobile nodes




2.1 Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)
Wireless communication technology and accessibility of micro-sensors that are
compact, lightweight and portable computing devices in nature to construct
distributed sensing and computing into apossible and practical way.
2.1.1 Introduction
The fashion of MANET is applied to these distributed sensing system networks
leading to a special kind of MANET, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). It can
achieve collection, aggregation and communication of data from inaccessible terrains
over many distributed separate sensor nodes called micro-sensors, which are linked by
radio links [11, 12]. Sensor networks have been widely envisioned to enable
long-term, near-real-time observations at unprecedented fine spatiotemporal
resolution, which makes it possible for domain scientists to measure properties that
have not been observed previously [13].
Although WSNs is a kind of MANET, it has some specialties different from
MANET. The main task of general MANET is communication and their data rates are
quite high usually, having strict time delay and synchronized constraints. On the other
side, WSNs focus on collecting data and have more energy and simplicity constraints
without very high data rates. Main challenges in WSNs are wise usage of battery
power, extending the lifetime of the network, safe and accurate transmission of data
through channel with small energy consumption. To address these challenges, it is
very important to have network that can detect any kind of disconnection of wireless
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link or message loss to have good routing mechanism. Sensor networks are a
distributed small sensing devices provided with short-range wireless communications,
memory and processors. This kind of network differs from conventional ad-hoc
networks [14, 15]. The specialties of WSNs are recognized as follows:
• The amount of sensor nodes in WSNs could be very large and the density of
nodes can be very high.
• Sensor nodes should be very small, light and low bit rate usually less than
one hertz.
• WSNs must have ultra-low energy consumption, because sensor nodes are
battery driven and it is impossible to replacebatteries on thousands of nodes.
• WSNs should be firmly self-organizing and the communication range ofevery
sensor node should be flexible.
• Sensor nodes must be very cheap so that thousands of them could be easily
deployed.
2.1.2 Node hardware architecture for WSNs
The prospective for cooperative, scalable WSNs has concerned a new and
emerging area of research consideration. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) play an
important role in Smart Grid that is developed for the monitoring of critical military
or civilian infrastructures are endowed with many unique features that are not
available in conventional wireless networks. Many of the land infrastructures such as
bridges, tunnels and buildings have extremely long life cycle in the order of years or
decades, with very slow changing rates [16, 17].
Wireless sensor nodes are supplied either by batteries or by some kind of energy
harvesting system, which provides the necessary power. These energy-harvesting
systems can be vibration or thermal based or they can convert energy from the
electromagnetic field. Wireless sensor node is to collect, process and distribute
physical data, it should be positioned as close as possible to the object. This means
that it may be placed in a harsh environment where it is inconvenient or even
dangerous to replace the battery or the sensor node may not be accessible at all,
making maintenance operations impossible. Therefore, it is mandatory to keep the
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power consumption of wireless sensor nodes as low as possible in order to ensure a
long lifetime in case of battery-powered systems or to make the use of an energy
harvesting system possible. Hence, considerable effort has to be spent to design an
energy-efficient power management unit [18].
The Smart Dust project [19] worked on minimum-size solution for distributed
sensing and selects coin-sized motes with optical communication. The research group
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) developed AMPS sensor node
architecture as shown in Figure 2.1 in the project ofWSNs. According to Figure, the
general hardware architecture of sensor nodes in WSNs can be obtained, thepower is
provided by a battery through suitable voltages DC-DC transformation that is
essential for whole system. Data collected by the integrated sensors from environment
aredigitized firstly through anA/D convenor, and then areprocessed by an embedded
microprocessor (Strong ARM 1100) and uses Application-Specific Integrated Circuit
(ASIC) or Digital Signal Processors (DSP) that is optional. The node communicates
with adjacent nodes through a radio transceiver, and node itself contains TinyOS
operating system, sensor algorithms and network protocols are stored in ROM. The
computation and the upper communication protocols are implemented by the
microprocessor; The University of California, Berkley researchers has built sensor
node architecture as shown in Figure 2.2 [20].
More consideration on the tradeoff between energy efficiency and flexibility is
taken in this model. Some configurable processing modules are added for example,
some parts of processing and computation tasks are allocated to Field-Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA), reconfigurable finite-state-machine and dedicated DSP. The
system also has a reconfigurable data path; all these designs allow the system to
emulate tasks that are assigned to configurable or custom logic on a chip. In other
words, most existing sensor nodes prototypes are traditional circuit boards with



























Figure 2.1 Chip architecture of a sensor node [19]
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Figure 2.2 Chip architecture of a node developed by UCB
The Pico Radio group in UCB developed a Pico Radio test bed [21], a general-
purpose emulation platform, which contains of a power board, a digital board, a
sensor board and a radio board.
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2.1.3 WSN Open System Interconnection model
Rising generations of wireless telecommunication networks vary increasingly in term
of topologies, applicabilities, data volume forwarding as well as dependence on the
nature of exchanged information. The International Standardization Organization
(ISO) specified a layered model for Open System Interconnection (OSI), named
ISO/OSI Reference Model in 1984, generally accepted for almost all communication
systems in use nowadays. The OSI model divided the entire system into seven
individual well-defined layers; each layer carries out one or several functions and
offers services to the layer directly above it, with the exception of the top layer and
each layer represent a new level of abstraction from the layer below it. This
hierarchical architecture makes it easier for developers, providers and users of
communication systems to understand, develop andstandardize protocols. If onelayer
is updated, it will not affect others [22, 23]. Figure 2.3 shows brief description of the








Figure 2.3 OSI model layers
Physical layer: The primary layer of the OSI model is physical layer, which
describes the signal, and mechanical characteristics, e.g. synchronizing
techniques, modulating techniques, signal coding and standardizing plugs. It
addresses the transmission and reception of data on a carrier signal through
radio channel.
Data link layer: The data link layer is responsible to interpret the data stream
from the physical layer and forward them to the network layer. It contains
errors detection/correction and encoding/decoding mechanisms to eliminate
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bit errors in data packets. This layer includes a sub layer, Media Access
Control (MAC) layer. It controls permission regulation of access to the
medium that can interfere with each other.
• Network layer: The network layer is responsible for the operation of data
transfer between nodes within network. It includes routing algorithm and
address interpretation to select an optimal path when a data packet is ready to
be transmitted. This layer also has tasks of multiplexing connection,
congestion control and packet sequencing. Network layer, data link layer and
physical layer are three infrastructure layers in communication networks and
network-dependent, they are closely related to the service provider.
• Transport layer: The transport layer controls End-to-End data transport.
Besides error handling, data security is also assigned to the tasks of this layer.
The transport layer is the mediate layer between lower-ranking layers and
higher-ranking layers and provides a service to higher-ranking layers of
communication application processes.
• Session layer: The session layer controls the data exchange between terminals
in network.
• Presentation layer: The presentation layer is responsible for data format
transformation, data encryption and compression.
• Application layer: The application layer is an application process and acts as
the interface to end user.
Session layer, presentation layer, and application layer are network-independent
layers and related to the service user closely.
2.1.4 WSNs protocol stack
The traditional TCP/IP protocol suite is not suitable to be used in a WSNs
environment. Some of the protocol modules have to be removed due to the resource
limitation of sensor nodes [24, 25], The commonly accepted model for the WSNs
protocol stack is adapted from the established Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)
reference protocol stack that is used in IT and Telecommunication. The WSNs
protocol stack enables integration between application and routing layer, power
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awareness, routing capability and efficient wireless transmission within the nodes.









Figure 2.4 Sensor networks protocol stacks
Theresponsibilities ofeach layercanbrieflybe explained as:
• The physical layer provides the wireless communication radio interface and
ensures successful transmission of data by implementing robust signal
modulation and transmission techniques (sending/receiving messages).
• The protocol implemented on the data link layer is typically known as the
MAC protocol. MAC protocols are typically expected to be power aware,
perform noise Alteration and minimize message collision with neighbouring
nodes transmissions.
• The network layer implements the routing protocol that is the research area of
this thesis.
• The transport and application layers are commonly used to form a single layer;
this layer ensures the flow of data and is responsible for hosting the
application software depending on the sensorrequirements.
• Continued academic research has shown an interest in breaking down the
boundaries between the layers in the protocol stack. This research work would
produce a "cross-layered" approach to bridge the boundaries among any of the
currently accepted layers or even merge some of these layers. It is however not the
focus of this dissertation and will not be elaborated further. Theinterested reader
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may consult sources such as [27] and to a lesser extent [28] for more Information see
on "cross-layered" protocol designs.
There it is mentioned in [26] of additional functional planes, to support
responsibilities at each layers of the protocol stack to improve energy efficiency in
WSNs, these planes are responsible for power, mobility and task management. The
power management plane dictates how power is managed within a node, such as
sending out notifications when the available power reaches a predefined limit. The
mobility plane is responsible for knowing neighbor nodes and the nodes' mobility
status to base decisions on neighbor status and routing on. The task management
plane takes care of sharing tasks between nodes to ensure that some nodes are not
over utilized and shortly become unavailable.
2.1.5 Applications ofWSNs
Unlike traditional networks, WSNs has its own design and resource constraints.
Resource constraints include a limited amount of energy, short communication range,
low bandwidth and limited processing and storage in each node. Design constraints
are application dependent and based on the monitored environment. The environment
plays a key role in determining the size of the network, the deployment scheme and
the network topology. The size ofthe network varies with the monitored environment.
For indoor environments, fewer nodes are required to form a network in a limited
space whereas outdoor environments may require more nodes to cover a larger area
[29].
Researchers in UCB consider typical applications scenario, where WSNs were
called Pico Radio networks [30]. In large office buildings, environment control
systems are deployed to adapt the microclimates such as temperature and airflow to
thepreferences of occupants that improve the living conditions and reduce the energy
budget. As mentioned above, WSNs can achieve data collection from some remote or
inaccessible terrains. This application can be found widely in astronautic field and
environment pollution monitoring. In [30] a kind of wireless integrated network
sensors are presented that are applied in sensing for mission and flight systems. WSNs
with miniature sensor nodes are implementing in some medical examinations to help
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doctors get correct diagnosis.
Environmental monitoring applications ofWSNs are accepted in literature: In [31]
proposed a system could monitor several environmental parameters such as
underground water level, barometric pressure, ambient temperature, atmospheric
humidity, wind direction, wind speed and rainfall and provide various convenient
services for end users who can manage the data via a website from long-distance or
applications in console terminal. The authors of [32] propose a novel framework that
can be used to guide the design of future WSNs that provide environmental
monitoring services. The focuses of the framework are 1) the future WSN shall be
heterogeneous, 2) the network layer design will better meet the requirements of
applications and services, 3) the network layer design shall be able to utilize advanced
wireless communication technologies, and 4) the network layer can provide the
monitoring functionality.
The technical objective of [33] REALnet is to monitor physical parameters from
the air (atmospheric temperature, humidity, pressure and ambient light), ground
(humidity, temperature) and water (level, temperature, conductivity). The main
contributions of [34] are twofold firstly; the identification of scenarios where single
hop communication, between multiple sensors and a base station is both feasible and
offers benefits with respect to power preservation. Secondly, the design
implementation and evaluation of the Power and Reliability Aware Protocol (PoRAP)
which can minimize energy consumption whilst preserving reliability is presented.
The author of [35] is to design, implement and performance evaluation of sparse
WSNs that has been working maintenance free for a long period. The network has
been designed for environmental monitoring purposes and several motes attached to
lampposts, accurately measures the Temperature and Relative Humidity at various
locations in a local street. In [36] propose of implementing a wireless sensor network
(WSN) system is to remotely monitor the water quality.
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2.2 Mobile Wireless Sensor Networks (mobile WSNs)
Oneof WSN types where mobility comes tobe a core part in executing application.
2.2.1 Overview
Mobile Wireless Sensor Networks (mobile WSNs) is another kind of WSNs where
mobility is utilized as a majorpart of application execution. Nowadays, scientists and
companies are completely motivated to preserve mobility within WSNs. In recent
years the awareness of mobile WSNs in the perspective of ubiquitous networks has
been developed, Marc Weiser is the first innovator of this idea in 1991 [37]. The
presence of mobile sink or agents is a new and emerging concept in the field of
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), now mobility in WSNs is regarded as an
advantage versus problem. Scientists have already performed some preliminary work
to improve the overall performance in WSNs with the presence of mobility. The
outcomes validate that the mobility increases the network lifetime and further enhance
the data reliability as well. Delay and latency problems are also dealt in specific
situations in mobile WSNs; most of the essential features of mobile WSN are the
same as that of regular fixed WSNs [38 - 44]. Major mobile WSNs parameters over
WSNs are:
• Localization: In static WSNs, the position of node is able to determine during
initialization, but in mobile WSNs nodes move frequently change their
position within the sensing region. This demands supplemental time, power
and quick localization serviceaccessibility as well.
• Power consumption: WSNs and mobile WSNs have different power
consumption models. In both communication networks major achievement in
energy cost, is used efficiently. However, mobile communications are
demanding more mobility power and self-charging that can connect to the
mains to recharge the battery and repeatedly much higher energy storage [45].
• Network Sink: The sensor data is communicated to the base station in
centralized WSNs applications, where they can be treated with an appropriate
resource. Routing and aggregation of sensor data may acquire significant
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costs. A number of base stations of mobile WSNs, passing through the
territory of sensors to collect data or positioned that will decrease the number
oftransmission hops connecting the sensor node and the base station.
Mobility: The enriched mobility in mobile WSNs enforces certain limitations
on the previously recommended MAC and routing level WSNs protocols.
Furthermost effective protocols in fixed WSNs are performed badly in
situation ofmobile WSNs.
Dynamic Topology of Network: Existing routing protocols of WSNs that
explain how the messages travel or data then they probably arrive at
destination, usually based on routing tables or up to date path records. In
dynamic topologies data array becomes obsolete quickly and the discovery of
the route should be done several times at considerable cost in terms of time,
bandwidth and power [46 - 49].
2.2.2 Hierarchical architectures
The multi-tier architecture uses old-fashioned WSNs in literature; this section
provided the information of planar or flat and multi-tier architecture of WSNs in
detail [50, 51].
2.2.2.1 Planar or Flat network architecture
Generally, WSNs is consisting large amount of fixed nodes spread through a certain
regional area and multi-hop ad hoc fashion utilizes from source sensor to base station.
These homogeneous sensor nodes have estimated energy efficiency, communication,
sensing and storing abilities. Figure 2.5 explaines an example of planar or flat
wireless sensor systems [52].
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Figure 2.5 Typical planar wireless sensor networks
Planar or flat WSNs usually present some disadvantages on system performance
while using ad hoc model. The efficiency per node falls asymptotically while
increasing the nodes there is possibility that a specific data might be lost when data is
travelling from source to destination in multi-hop fashion and the situation going
more worst when the network size increases. Energy of nodes is falling down rapidly
due to communication between adjacent nodes, because adjacent nodes forward the
data to anotherneighboringnode. The overallnetworkis bigger, more nodes essential
to forward data that consumes more energy so the result is network grows but
performance destroys [52].
2.2.2.2 Two-Tiered network architecture
Mobile devices perform as a relay agent in upper overlay two-tiered mobility assisted
wireless sensor networks. Cellular phone, PDA and table PC are the real example of
mobile agents by the advancement of wireless technologies and microelectronics.
Furthermore, majority of these devices have extra ability to process complex
computing, storing and communicating in large amount of data packets.
Heterogeneous WSNs are used these features which acts as overlay structure
elements, Figure 2.6 and 2.7 as brief illustration oftwo-tiered architecture.
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Figure 2.6 Ad hoc configuration ofTwo-Tiered sensor network
The main difference between these two architectures is overlay-networking
topology. Mobile devices are self-organized in an ad hoc fashion characterized as
mobile agents. Meanwhile the mobile overlay topology is temporary and random
dependent on the mobile agent's position.
Figure 2.7 Non ad hoc overlay configuration ofTwo-Tiered sensor network
Slower movement of the mobile agents can preserve the overlay network more
progressively; Bluetooth and IEEE 802.11 are appropriate innovative techniques to
construct the wireless unified networks. The above-mentioned architecture is not
suitable solution where mobile phones are small and the overlay networks are sparse.
The most appropriate architecture is explained in Figure 2.7 where sensors nodes data
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are stored near the neighborhood of each mobile phone. It stores the data in its
existing memory and does not transmit to other nodes and access points. The memory
of mobile agent must be enough to avoid data loss and keep the data until it is
forwarded to mobile agents. Data loss is dependent upon the rate of data gathering by
sensor nodes and maximum acceptable delay of data distribution based on mobile
agents' round trip time [53].
2.2.2.3 Three-Tiered network architecture
Three-tier architecture of mobile WSNs is based on ad hoc and non-ad hoc overlay
networks by relating the benefits of mobile agents and fixed access points acting as
overlay elements together. This type of architecture decreases the number of access
points because mobile agents are one-hop nearto sensor nodes and mobile agents are
fully responsible to forward sensor nodes data towards final destination. Therefore
mobile agents could not inverse the scaling performance; it reduces the power
consumption and number of access points whichare valued properties in many sensor
applications. Moreover, these typical and hypothetical issues of networking
particularly for applications of sensing, some additional benefits of hierarchical
heterogeneous layering that is not possible to achieve in flat-based homogenous
sensors networks because of energy limitation and managing capabilities. The
medium layer devices act as relay in three-tier architecture to caching and forwarding
the aggregated data towards destination that is why mobile agents help to maintain
energy limitations of sensors by monitoring the communication in theirvicinity.
Furthermore, the performance ofoverall system cansignificantly increasein terms
of flexibility, longevity, reliability and throughput in variety of sensor amplications by
better computing, more power and communication capabilities of higher-layer
network devices. Sensor nodes are randomly deployed in lowest layer of three-tier
architecture that are directly communicating with mobile agents of medium layer, this
type of communication create ad hocnetworks which is unnecessary. The mobility is
the vital part of middle layer devices, responsible for data gathering and forwarding
from lower to upper layers; these devices can easily move anywhere at any time. The
devices of higher layer are particularly number of access points, which are normally
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in fixed networks; this type of networking established on wireless or wired medium
and deployed in Ad Hoc or Mesh network models. Access points of IEEE 802.11 and
cellular base station of mobile networks can be used as access points of sensor
networks in three-tier network architecture, this upper layer also provide WSNs
communication on inter-city level.
Figure 2.8 A planar illustration ofThree-Tiered sensor network architecture
The combination between these layers is illustrated in Figure 2.8, in which mobile
agents are in the arrangement of men, mobile phones, vehicles and even animal with
different characteristics like controllable and predicted mobiles and some are random.
2.2.3 Types ofmobile WSNs
Nowadays two types of mobile wireless sensor networks exist based on
communication type. The first category is infrastructure network where the mobile
devices are directly communicated with nearest sink in its network vicinity, such as
existing cellular communication systems. Another category is known as ad hoc
network that is infrastructure-less systems. This type of network does not need any
fixed routers because all mobile units are self-organized, communicating in random
fashion and easily move anywhere at any time [54].-
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2.2.4 Benefits ofmobile WSNs
This section explains the advantages of mobile wireless sensor networks over
traditional WSNs because of sensor mobility and mobile agents act as relay at middle
layer of three-tier architecture. Some mobile WSNs advantages over static WSNs are
presented herewith [43, 54]:
• Usage of energy efficiency is the main benefits of mobile WSNs, the overall
network of static WSNs die early because of some nodes are near to the sink
and continuously lose their energy first but in three-tier architecture of mobile
WSNs the energy dissipation of sensor nodes is more efficient.
• Better targeting is another advantage ofmobile WSNs, the utmost requirement
in sensor network is to collect the data from edges ofthe network area because
nodes are deployed randomly and mobility enhanced the quality of
communication among the sensor nodes.
• Another benefit arises in the shape ofdata reliability, when the data packet has
to travel from source to destination the error probability increases due to
increase in number of hops. If restrict the limited number of hops then
immediately reduce the error probability, which directly impact to increase the
reliability of data and decreases the energy dissipation of static nodes because
ofretransmission ofdata packets due to error probability.
2.3 Data Collection Techniques with Mobile Elements
Traditional WSNs architectures consist of static nodes, deployed randomly in sensing
area. Recent development in the field of WSNs utilizes mobile elements (ME) act as
relay agent to collect the data from sensor nodes and forward to the sink.
2.3.1 Overview ofmobile elements in WSNs
To better understand the specific features of wireless sensor networks with mobile
elements (WSN-MEs), let us first introduce the reference network architecture, which
is detailed according to the role of the MEs. The main components of WSN-MEs are
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the following.
• Regularsensor nodes (or just nodes, for short) are the sources of information.
Such nodes perform sensing as their main task and may also forward or relay
messages in thenetwork, depending on the adopted communication paradigm.
• Sinks (base stations) are the destinations of information. They collect data
sensed by sensor nodes either directly (i.e., by visiting sensors and collecting
data from each of them) or indirectly (i.e., through intermediate nodes). They
can use data coming from sensors autonomously or make them available to
interested users through an Internet connection.
• Special support nodes perform a specific task, such as acting as intermediate
data collectors or mobile gateways. They are neither sources nor destinations
of messages, but exploit mobility to support network operation or data
collection.
Note that mobility might be involved at the different network components. For
instance, nodes may be mobile and sinks can be static, or viceversa. In any case, we
define a WSN-ME as a network where at least one of the above-mentioned
components is mobile. When there are only regular nodes, the resulting WSN-ME
architecture is homogeneous orflat. On the other hand, when support nodes are (also)
present the resulting WSN-ME architecture is non-homogeneous or tiered.
Furthermore, different from traditional WSNs, which are usually limited to be dense,
WSN-MEs can also be sparse. As the network, architecture strongly depends on the
role of the MEs.
2.3.2 Classification ofmobile elements
This section introduces the different types of mobile elements (MEs) with increasing
level ofmobility, by focusing on architectural aspects.
23.2.1 Mobile Data Collectors (MDCs)
These mobile elements are visiting the network to collect data generated from source
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nodes. Depending on the way they manage the collected data, MDCs can be either
mobile sinks or mobile relays.
• Mobile Sinks (MSs) are mobile nodes; destination of messages originated by
sensors and represent the endpoints ofdata collection in WSN-MEs. They can
either autonomously consume collected data for their own purposes or make
them available to remote users by using a long-rangewireless connection. The
MS-based WSN-ME architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.9 (a). In these cases,
ordinary sensor nodes are static and densely deployed in the sensing area. One
or multiple MSs move throughout the WSNs to gather data coming from all
nodes. Note that the path between the source nodes and the MSs is multi-hop,
although the actual path changes with time since the position of the MS is not
fixed [55, 56 and 57].
• Mobile Relays (MRs) are support nodes, which gather messages from sensor
nodes. They are not the endpoints of communication, but only act as mobile
forwarders. This means that the collected datamove alongwith them, until the
MRs will obtain the contact with the sink or base station. The MR-based
WSN-ME architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.9 (b). Data-MULE networks
uses three-tier architecture, where the middle tier is represented by relays,
called mobile ubiquitous LAN extensions (MULEs). Static sensor nodes wait
for a MULE to be in contact before starting communication. Then the MULE
collects data and moves to different locations, eventually passing by the base





Figure 2.9 Architectures of WSN-MEs with MDCs: (a) mobile sinks and
(b) mobile relays.
2.3.2.2 Relocatable nodes
These mobile nodes change their location to better characterize the sensing area, or to
forward data from the source nodes towards the sink. In contrast with mobile data
collectors, relocatable nodes do not carry data as they move in the network. In fact,
they only change the topology of the network that is assumed rather dense for
connectivity or coverage purposes. More specifically, after moving to the new
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location they usually remain stationary and forward data along multi-hop paths. A
WSN-ME architecture based on relocatable nodes is illustrated in Figure 2.10.
Although in theory ordinary nodes might be relocatable, in most cases special MEs
(e.g., support nodes) are used.
Relocatable Nodes (RN) I
Figure 2.10 WSN-ME architecture with relocatable nodes
Relocatable nodes can also be used to address the problem ofsensing coverage. In
this case, the primary concern is not ensuring network connectivity but avoiding
coverage holes areas where the density of nodes is not adequate to properly
characterize a phenomenon ordetect an event. Relocatable nodes provide a mobility-
assisted approach to WSNs, in the sense that MEs are not actively exploited for data
collection [62-67].
2.3.2.3 Mobile peers
Unlike MDCs, which are either sinks or special relay nodes, mobile peers are ordinary
mobile sensor nodes in WSN-MEs. Since they can be both originator and relays of
messages in the network, their interactions are symmetrical because the sink itself
might also bemobile. When a peer is in the communication range of the base station,
it transfers its own data as well as those gathered from other peers while moving in
the sensing area. A WSN-ME architecture based on mobile peers is illustrated in
Figure 2.11. Inthis case, the network ishomogeneous and rather sparse.
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Figure 2.11 WSN-ME architecture with mobile peers.
Mobile peers successfully employed in the context of wildlife monitoring
applications. Moreover, that not only do they generate their own data but they also
carry and forward all data coming from other nodes, which theyhave beenpreviously
in contact with. When mobile peers get close to a base station, they transfer all the
gathered data. Data already been transferred to a base station is flushed by peers in
order to save storage [68 - 76].
2.3.3 Data Collection Mechanism
Three main phases associated with the data collection in WSN-MEs emerge,
discovery, data transfer, and routing to MEs. Each phase has its own issues and
requirements are briefly investigate in the following.
• Discovery is the first step for collecting data in WSN-MEs, since the presence
of the ME in the contact area is generally unknown at sensors. The goal of
discovery is to detect contacts as soon as they happen and with low energy
expenditure. In other words, discovery should try to maximize the number of
detected contacts and the residual contact time, while minimizing the energy
consumption.
• Data transfer immediately follows discovery. The goal of data transfer
protocols is to get the most out of the residual contact time, that is maximize
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the throughput in terms ofmessages successfully transferred per contact while
minimizing the energy consumption.
Routing to MEs is actually possible only when the density of the network is
enough to allow (even partial) multi-hop routes. This is true for dense
WSN-MEs, where routing to ME is always possible. Actually, this can happen
even with more sparse WSN-MEs where nodes can organize as disconnected
clusters. In this case, routing is possible only when an ME is incontact with at
least one node in the cluster. However, some nodes can be elected as bridges
and act as gateways between the cluster nodes and the ME. In both cases, the
goal of routing is to find the best multi-hop paths in terms of both delivery
ratio and low energy consumption towards either the ME or anode, which can
be in contact with the ME.
2.3.4 Mobility impact in WSNs
In previous sections discussed specific characteristics of mobility, even though
addressed the presence of MEs in the data collection scenario. However, different
kinds of mobility can significantly affect the phases of data collection. The aspect of
mobility is the most significant impact on the data collection process is controllability,
depending on whether the motion of the ME is autonomous ornot.
There are two main patterns for uncontrolled mobility: deterministic and random.
The deterministic mobility pattern is characterized by the regularity in the contacts of
the ME, which enters the communication range of sensor nodes at specific (and
usually periodic) times. This can happen when the ME is placed on a shuttle for
public transportation [77]. On the other hand, the random mobility pattern is
characterized by contacts, which takes place not regularly but with a distribution
probability. In general, anode should perform discovery continuously, so that it can
increase the chance of detecting contacts. However, when some knowledge on the
mobility pattern of nodes can be exploited, the node can restrict discovery to the
instants where the probability of an ME being in proximity is high [78, 80].
Different from the former case, controlled mobility exploits nodes can actively
change their location, because they can control their trajectory and speed. Therefore,
motion becomes an additional factor that can be effectively exploited for designing
data collection protocols specific to WSN-MEs. It should be noted that controlled
mobility could make some issues related to data collection less relevant. For instance,
the discovery problem can be somewhat simplified, since MEs can be instructed to
visit (individual) nodes at specific times. In addition, the duration of contacts is also
less problematic, since the MEs can stop at nodes until they have collected all
buffered data. Anyway, different problems arise in this context, mainly related to how
to schedule ME arrivals at sensors which includes defining both the trajectory and the
speed of the ME while satisfying certain quality of service constraints (such as
minimizing latency and buffer overflows) and keeping the energy consumption as low
as possible [81, 82,83].
Figure 2.12 summarizes the different aspects of data collection in WSN-MEs and
illustrates taxonomy oftheapproaches used in thedifferent phases.


























Figure 2.12 Taxonomy of the approaches for data collection in WSN-MEs
2.4 Study of Routing Protocols
Energy awareness in WSNs is of critical importance to the lifetime of the network.
Depending on applications, sensor nodes can be deployed on the ground, in the air,
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under water, on bodies, in vehicles and inside buildings. Many attempts have been
made to create "intelligent" routing protocols that base routing decisions on energy
levels within the nodes and in the network as a whole. All the routing protocols
described in this chapter attempts to focus on energy awareness with trade-offs to
certain design decisions. The WSNs routing protocols can be categorized as data
centric or flat, hierarchical and mobility aware routing techniques. Each of these
protocol paradigms is described in this chapter [84].
2.5 Design Consideration for WSNs Routing Protocol
The factors influencing the design [85 - 91] of WSNs routing protocols are
important because they should provide protocol development guidelines. These
factors can be used for the purpose of analysis and comparison among routing
protocols. The aforementioned factors can be summarized as:
• Scalability: Network size may exceed 1000's or even 10000's and a routing
protocol should be able to handle this amount of nodes.
• Node density: Nodes may be highly concentrated in specific sensing areas to
maximize the sensing coverage area. Routing protocols should be able to
select energy optimal routing paths within the dense node deployment area.
• Deployment: Sensor node deployment may be extremely dense, requiring a
precise and energy efficient mechanism for handling of network topology
maintenance. Node deployment may be a random distribution or at
predetermined positions. Topology can typically be divided into three phases:
a. Deployment of nodes can be randomly distributed or placed at
predetermined positions.
b. Post-deployment phase, where topology changes may occur
due to failures, mobility, interference ofnode.
c. Redeployment of nodes to augment areas, where topology
changes are causing detrimental network performance.
• Network topology: A multi-hop network of sensor nodes may form arbitrary
paths from any source node to a base station. An important property on the
WSNs is maximum amount of hops to reach the base station as determined by
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the routing protocol. This affects network characteristics such as latency and
path failure tolerance. Hence, it is required that network to be capable of
independently reconfiguring oncethe topologychanges.
Fault tolerance (Reliability): Node failures are inevitable in WSNs due to
power depletion, damage or interference. A routing protocol's tolerance to
fault conditions is measured against the effect of failing nodes on the
remainder of the network's functionality. A Poisson distribution of the
probability models for sensor node reliability ismeasured in [86].
Mobility: The movement of sensor nodes may be required by the application
or may be anincidental effect and mayapply to any percentage of thenodes in
the network. Movement may beat a constant speed orat intervals with periods
of remaining static. The movement pattern of nodes may be random or
determined by a preselected model, for example soldiers patrolling the
perimeter of a base. Random movement will affect network topology changes
worse than a predefined movement model, due to the unpredictability of the
movement. Each of the mentioned mobility parameters will influence the
network topology differently and the model assumed will affect the design and
function of routing protocols.
Transmission media: Sensor nodes are linked with a wireless medium that
eliminates the criteria for line-of-sight between nodes. Most of the sensor
nodes available in the industry utilize radio frequency (RF) for transmission
among nodes.
Connectivity: Two nodes are connected, if the nodes' positions are such that
they are within a maximum transmission distance R from each other. Each
source node is permanently connected to a base station with an arbitrary
amount of hops; the network is termed as connected. Connectivity is sporadic
if network connectivity is broken due to node mobility, node failures or
interference.
Hardware Constraints: The typical sensor node architecture comprises of a
power module, sensing module, transceiver module, processing module and
possibly additional application specific modules, as illustrated in Figure 2.13.
The most important component is the power module that determines the total
time-to-live (TTL). The additional modules can fulfil tasks such as positioning
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but should be limited to the minimum because all the components need to fit













Figure 2.13 Typical sensor nodes architecture
Environment: Sensor nodes can be literally placed very close or even directly
within the sensed phenomena.
Power Consumption: The limited power supply of a sensor node directly
affects the functional lifetime of that node and indirectly the functional
lifetime of the network. Each node in the WSNs may assume the role of data
originator, data aggregator and/or data forwarder. The failure of a node may
severely affect the network topology and negative performance. Additional
energy will be consumed in an attempt to rectify routing information. The
main operations consuming power ona sensor node can be attributed to:
a. Message transmission that is the highest consumer of node
energy.
b. Sensing activities are typically the second highest consumer of
energy.
c. Processing that involves calculations, routing protocol
operations, application layer procedures, etc., and consumes the
least amountof energy.
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Lifetime: The intended application determines the required functional lifetime
of a WSNs. The functional lifetime has a direct impact on the energy
efficiency ofthe routing protocol and node robustness.
Self-configuration: Given the possible number of nodes organized in WSNs,
the network must be capable to self-configure without any manual
intervention. Self-configuration of the network should consume the least
amount of energy, enabling a high degree of connectivity. The network should
be able to automatically reconfigure tomaintain the level of connectivity when
network topology changes occur. Reconfiguration maybe initiated by:
a. Periodic intervals.
b. Mechanisms to continuously update routing information, this
type of network reconfiguration maypotentially consume huge
amounts of energy and its usage should be weighed against
QoS properties.
2.6 Data Centric Routing Protocol
Datacentric or flat routing protocols view all nodes as equal. In otherwords, all nodes
will sense data as well as perform routing of messages and data [90, 91]. Literature
accepts the following established flat routing protocols [87]: flooding, gossiping,
SPIN (Sensor Protocols for Information via Negotiation), rumors routing, directed
diffusion, MCFA (Minimum Cost Forwarding Algorithm), GBR (gradient based
routing), and certain energy aware routing protocols as set out in [92-103]. The
seminal contributions for data centric or flat network architectures are summarized in
the following sub-sections.
2.6.1 Flooding and Gossiping
Flooding, actually can not be classified as a routing algorithm in the true meaning
of the term. Flooding is rather a mechanism that functions on the same layer as
routing protocols that ensures data messages will reach a base station. Flooding is a
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source initiated protocol and each received message is stored in the node's memory.
There is a small amount of decision logically involved, as every node will broadcast
the received messages only if the message has not yet been forwarded. The
broadcasting of a specific message will continue until the message reaches the sink or
the message has reached its maximum time to live (TTL). Maximum TTL is typically
specified either by the allowable amount of hops or as a time limit. The operation of
flooding can be summarized in Figure 2.14 adopted from [104].
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Figure 2.14 Message receiving process flow for Flooding
The major advantages of flooding are:
• Computational simplicity in terms of routing and topology maintenance.
• High degree of fault tolerance and topology changes.
Some disadvantages of flooding are:
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• Implosion: Data messages are always forwarded from a specific node if that
node has not yet sent that. The same messages could potentiallybe sent to the
same node but from different sources.
• Overlap: Two source nodes may share the same sensing area, the same data is
broadcasted and received by the two nodes with no data aggregation or
dissemination, overlap is a much harder problem to solve.
• High-energy consumption: Nodes are not energy aware and do not modify
routing logic based on available energy levels.
Gossiping is a derived version of flooding and attempts to avoid implosion
byrandomly selecting the next node from its neighbors rather than broadcasting
a message. The receiving node will randomly select a new neighbor and forward the
message. The cost of avoiding implosion is the long propagation times it may take for
a message to reach a sink.
Directed flooding [104] is adapted from flooding but claims to consume much less
energy and exhibit an even higher tolerance to network faults than flooding. This
proposal however requires geographic positional and directional knowledge of the
network such as global positioning system (GPS) abilities.
Flooding and gossiping should theoretically be able to adapt easily to
network topology changes due to the fact that no routing information is discovered
and stored.
2.6.2 Simple Energy Efficient Routing (SEER)
Simple Energy Efficient Routing (SEER) [105] proposes an event driven source
initiated routing protocol to minimize energy consumption of each node to
extend the functional network lifetime during normal routing activities. SEER
attempts to provide a scalablesolution on a deployment of homogeneous sensor nodes
due to the computational simplicity in the routing logic. No node is aware of the
global network structure and only requires local network knowledge of its neighbor
nodes. Every node will store information of theneighbor nodes such as node address,
available energy of the node and hop count to reach the base station. Figure 2.15 gives
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abrief explanation of the neighbour selection process as implemented in SEER by
adopting [105],
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Figure 2.15 SEER neighbor selection process
of the identified disadvantages of SEER are:
SEER proposes asingle path to the base station for non-critical messages. This
disadvantage implies when a single node in that path fail, all messages
traversing that node will be lost. The changed topology will only be rectified
after abroadcast has been re-initiated from the base station. The same applies
to mobile nodes created as part ofthe path to the sink and then moving beyond
the transmission distance ofthe specified path.
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The dual path implementation ofcritical messages could theoretically be very
energy consuming so that the amount of critical messages significantly
increase. This is rather a trade-offbetween reliability and energy preservation.
2.6.3 A generalized energy-aware data centric routing for Wireless Sensor Networks
The proposed protocol [106] is modified version of Energy Aware Data (EAD)
centric routing protocol that intends to increase the lifetime of the network by
increasing the number of candidate gateway nodes. The building tree protocol is
generalized, such that not only the nodes that are close to the sink can be connected
directly to sinkbut anynode in thenetwork can also be connected directly to the sink.
The selected node will act as a gateway as long as its energy is greater than a
threshold value E^. New gateways will be selected in each round and therefore a new
tree will be constructed. Theselected gateways will initiate the building tree protocol
as illustrated in Figure 2.16 adopted from [106].
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Figure 2.16 A Sample Network with its Tiers
EADGenerai is examined against the EAD using simulation; it shows significant
improvements in terms of larger network lifetime, less consumption energy and
higher throughput.
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2.6.4Data-centric cooperative storage in Wireless Sensor Networks
In [107] introduced a data-centric cooperative storage mechanism for wireless senor
networks. The approach is based on Virtual Cord Protocol (VCP), a virtual relative
position based efficient routing protocol that also provide means for data
management, e.g. insert, get, delete and replicate, as known from typical Distributed
Hash Table (DHT) services. Data items are distributed deterministically over several
nodes in the same vicinity. Thus, storing and retrieving data items typically require
communication with local nodes. To maintain information about stored information,
weusea bloom filter to track thenodes that are storing particular items.
Virtual Cord Protocol (VCP) is a DHT-like protocol in which all data items are
associated with numbers in a pre-determined range [S,E], i.e. a one-dimensional cord.
All the available nodes capture this range. Thus, each node in the network is
responsible for aportion ofthe entire space defined by its relative position to physical
neighbors. This way, it is possible to store data on the nodes by mapping data items
deterministically in space using a hash function.
Figure 2.17 Join operations in VCP
The corresponding key-value pair is then stored at the node whose position is
closest to the key. Routing ofpackets is performed based only on the position ofthe
physical neighbors. To retrieve data items, nodes have to apply the same hash
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function to find the key value. They then can route the request to the node whose
position is closest to the key as illustrated in Figure 2.17 adopted from [107]. To this
end, the authors have investigated the performance of VCP assuming each node can
store all data items. The presented protocol is fully self-organizing data-centric
cooperative storage system that maximizes the usage of network storage in presence
of limited storage capacity nodes using the virtual position of nodes generated by
VCP. Finally, the evaluation study validates that proposed scheme could effectively
utilize the network storage capacity of individual sensor nodes to accommodate the
sensory data.
2.6.5 A modified SPIN for Wireless Sensor Networks
Routing protocols based on data-centric approach are suitable in the context that
performs in-network aggregation ofdatato yield energy saving data dissemination. In
[108] propose a modified SPIN protocol named M-SPIN andcompare its performance
with traditional SPIN protocol using broadcast communication, which is a well-
known protocol as benchmark.
Modified-SPIN (M-SPIN) protocol transmits information only to sink node
instead of transmitting throughout the network. Total number of packets transmission
is less in proposed protocol, therefore a significant amount of total energy can be
saved. M-SPIN protocol is illustrated in Figure 2.18 adopted from [108].
The proposed a modified SPIN (M-SPIN) protocol using hop-count values of
sensor nodes for WSNs. Normally SPIN protocol also negotiation is done before
sending the actual data, but in M-SPIN the nodes which are nearer to sink node send
REQ packets in response to ADV packet from the source node. Therefore data is
disseminated to the sink or neighbor nodes towards the sink node. M-SPIN achieve











Figure 2.18 The M-SPIN Protocol
Table 2.1 illustrates the short view ofsome existing data centric routing protocols.
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2.6.6Advantages ofdata centric routing protocols
Topological changes are limited to neighboring nodes. This local network knowledge
at each node and the fact that each node functions equally promotes protocol
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scalability and computational simplicity. There is no requirement for complex
calculations to determine ormanage a hierarchical network topology.
Flat network topologies treat each node equally to simplify deployment strategies
to the use ofhomogeneous nodes. There isno requirement of including and deploying
specific nodes with higher specified functionality and resource capabilities.
2.6.7 Disadvantages ofdata centric routing protocols
The base station may overload and cause latency in message delivery in networks
with a high density of source nodes surrounding a base station. The high volumes of
data messages traversing the sink neighbor nodes may cause hot spots and power
sources to fail prematurely.
Low-density networks may cause separation and even isolation of parts of the
network if a single critical node fails in a deployment of homogeneous nodes. In this
case, a suggestion would be to add additional base stations.
2.7 Hierarchical Cluster Based Routing Protocols
Hierarchical routing protocols on the other hand treat nodes differently in terms of
functionality and purpose in the WSNs. Sensed data messages are aggregated at
certain nodes and forwarded to next aggregation node in the path towards the base
station. The aggregator nodes are predetermined nodes ordynamically assigned bythe
routing protocol, the purpose of the aggregator nodes may be for routing purposes
only or both routing and data sensing. The majority of the nodes is still seen as
sensing nodes and will propagate the sensed data originating in eachnode towards the
aggregation node.
Literature accepts the following established hierarchical routing protocols:
PEGASIS (Power-Efficient GAthering in Sensor Information System), EDC
(Event-driven Cluster Routing), HEAR-SN (Hierarchical Energy-Aware Routing for
Sensor Networks), BATR (Balanced Aggregation Tree Routing), Fault-tolerant
wireless sensor network routing protocols for the supervision of context-aware
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physical environments, A Novel cluster-based routing protocol with extending
lifetime for wireless sensor networks, An improved LEACH-based power aware
routing protocol in wireless sensor networks, A Taxonomy of cluster-based routing
protocols for wireless sensor networks, A cluster-based routing protocol for wireless
sensor networks with adjustable cluster size, Research on clustering routing
algorithms in wireless sensor networks, Energy efficient cluster-based routing in
wireless sensor networks, Design and implementation of cluster-based routing
protocol using message success rate in sensor networks, and A Taxonomy of Cluster-
Based Routing Protocols for Wireless Sensor Networks [109 - 121]. The seminal
contributions for hierarchical network architectures are summarized in the following
sub-sections.
2.7.1 Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy(LEACH)
Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) [122] was ground
breaking research work in terms of hierarchical network topologies. As with flat
network topologies, LEACH is based on the deployment of homogeneous nodes and
assumes that the base station is stationary. The self-configuration of clusters groups a
selection of nodes that are geographically close to a cluster head into a logically
separate network. This mechanism assumes that source nodes will always be a single
hop away from the cluster head. Data message aggregation is performed within each
cluster at the cluster head. The operation of LEACH assumes that cluster heads
will always be one transmission away from the sink node and will forward the
aggregated messages directly towards the base station. This is a high-power
transmission and will drain node power factors more than normal source to cluster
head transmissions. LEACH protocol as illustrated in Figure 2.19 proposes a
mechanism to randomly select and rotate cluster heads to distribute aggregation and
sink transmission load across the network.
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Figure 2.19 LEACH cluster configuration and transmission
The implementation of LEACH has its disadvantages:
• The assumption that any node in the network can assume the role of a cluster
head implies that all nodes should have the capacity to transmit messages
directly to the sink. Extensions of LEACH to utilize multi-hop clusters
propose to solve this disadvantage.
• LEACH requires support for multiple MAC protocols to fulfil the
functionality of the protocol.
• Maximum Energy Cluster-Head (MECH) [123] is based on LEACH and
identifies deficiencies in the cluster formation mechanism of LEACH. MECH
proposes alternative solutions to overcome the following drawbacks of
LEACH:
a. The geographic distribution of nodes is not considered and cluster
heads may be in one small location. This means that some source
nodes may have to transmit across vast distances to reach that
node's cluster head or may not even be within transmission
distance ofany cluster head.
b. Source nodes are not distributed evenly among cluster heads. The
cluster heads of clusters containing more source nodes will drain
the supply of that head much faster [124].
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2.7.2 Threshold sensitive Energy Efficient sensor Network protocol (TEEN)
Threshold sensitive Energy Efficient sensor Network protocol (TEEN) [125] proposes
a reactive routing protocol specifically applicable to time sensitive applications.
TEEN adopts the principle of hierarchical clustering. Sensor nodes are grouped
together that is geographically close to each otherwith one common clusterhead. For
the purposes of this section, these cluster heads are seen as first layer cluster heads.
The first layer of cluster heads collect data messages from the sensor nodes
within its cluster, aggregate the data messages and forward the aggregated messages
to a higher layer.
The higher layer could be a basestation or a next layer of cluster heads that cluster
the first layer ofcluster heads together. This process is repeated to form a hierarchical
cluster topology with the highest layer cluster heads transmitting data messages
directly to the base station. Figure 2.20 (adopted from [125]) illustrates a subset of a
typical hierarchical network topology. The sensor nodes continuously sense the
environment and will only forward data messages to the cluster node once the hard
threshold has been exceeded. After this stage, the sensor node will only forward data
if the change in the sensed attribute exceeds the soft threshold and still exceeds the
hard threshold.
Second Layer Cluster Head
First Layer Cluster Head
\J Source Node
Figure 2.20 Typical hierarchical clustering network topology
The main disadvantage ofTEEN is that if the hard threshold is never reached, no
messages will be forwarded towards the base station. TEEN is not suitable for
locations requiring periodic data updates. This is however not a disadvantage but
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merely a projection of specific application implementations. Adaptive Threshold
sensitive EnergyEfficient sensor Network (APTEEN) [126] proposes an extension to
TEEN to mitigate the hard threshold problem described above. APTEEN proposes a
mechanism to periodically transmit data messages in addition to the responsive
threshold triggered data messages. In addition to the information broadcasted to the
cluster members in TEEN, APTEEN will include a count time to reflect the maximum
time between two successive initiations of data messages. If a source node is not
triggered by the hard and soft threshold values within the specific period, the node
will sense the specified attribute and forward the data message to thecluster head.
The disadvantage of both TEEN and APTEEN is the overhead, complexity of
cluster formation, maintaining the attribute based queries and threshold based
functions. The energy consumption of both TEEN and APTEEN is well planned to
minimize the energy hungry actions such as message transmission. Simulation results
in literature show the energy conservation of both TEEN and APTEEN are
outperform than LEACH. The main benefit of both TEEN and APTEEN is that the
user of the system can modify the sensed data requirements with every cluster
topology change.
2.7.3 A novel application specific networkprotocol for Wireless Sensor Networks
In many routing protocols for traditional MANETs such as DSDV and DSR used
widely multi-hop routing strategy, these protocols employed one or more intermediate
nodes from source to destination to relay the data packets. The author of [127]
proposed a novel self-organizing energy efficient Hybrid protocol based on LEACH
that combines multiple-hop routing strategy and cluster based architecture. Cluster
heads act as backbone after the formation of clusters, every member node of cluster
directly send the data to respective cluster head and then cluster head adopting
multi-hop routing strategy to transmit the data towards the base station as an
alternative of straight communication in order to reduce communication energy and
distribute energy load evenly throughout the whole network.
Moreover, this protocol creates same suppositions as LEACH protocol almost the
network model like Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) MAC protocol utilizing
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to decrease the probability of collision at set-up phase. The node in the network is
aware of its location, which is necessary for the multi-hop routing between cluster
heads and can be achieve by Global Positioning System (GPS) technology. It employs
randomized rotation of local base stations (CHs) to consistently allocate the load of
energy between the sensors in the network. All nodes are managed within some
clusters by the help ofshort message communication during the set-up phase and one
node is selected as clusters head, according to cluster head selection algorithm same
as LEACH protocol. At the start of set-up phase, each node in the network needs to
select whether it will become a cluster head or not, this decision is made based on
threshold value that is random number between 0 and 1. The node converts into
cluster head for the current round ifthe value of number is less than thethreshold.
Figure 2.21 Architectural View ofHybrid multi-hop LEACH protocol
Similar as LEACH, the steady-state of Hybrid routing protocol is made up of
many frames where each member node occupies its own time slot to send its data to
the cluster head. Ifacluster head has the fused data to transmit to the BS, it will try to
find a multi-hop route among all cluster heads to relay the data packet to the BS
according a routing algorithm as illustrated in Figure 2.21. Since energy is quite
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precious in inaccessible sensor nodes for environment monitoring, the routing
algorithm used here should be as simple as possible to prevent complexity of the
Protoco1 from rising too much. Therefore, the minimum transmission energy (MTE)
[128, 129] routing is adopted as routing algorithm, which Is a straightforward solution
in the family of the multi-hop routing algorithms. The significant benefit of this
proposed protocol is to reduce the transmission energy depletion that directly
increases the overall network lifetime but network latency time and end-to-end delay
is increased.
2.7.4 On hierarchical routing in wireless sensor networks
Based on numerous proposed hierarchical routing infrastructures [130] develops a
framework that captures the common characteristics of the infrastructures and
identifies design points where the infrastructures differ. Then evaluate the
implementation of the framework in TOSSIM and on a 60-node test bed and
demonstrate that from the practical perspective hierarchical routing is also an
appealing routing approach for sensor networks. Despite only logarithmic routing
state, it can offer low routing stretch: the average of ~1.25 and the99th percentile of2.
Moreover, a hierarchical routing infrastructure can beautonomously bootstrapped and
maintained by the nodes. By exploring the design points within proposed framework,
the hierarchy maintenance protocol can optimize different metrics, such as the latency
of bootstrapping and repairing the hierarchy after failures or the traffic volume,
depending on the application requirements.
In terms of absolute values, however, these results diverge considerably from
high-level simulation results, which confirm the need for practical evaluations. The
proposed protocol show that the performance of different techniques for maintaining
the hierarchical routing infrastructure can vary dramatically approaches based on
hierarchical scoped flooding offer the lowest latency ofbootstrapping and recovering
the hierarchy, while approaches employing local communication minimize the traffic
volume. An application can thus select the most suitable hierarchy maintenance
technique or, as demonstrate combine some of the techniques to optimize certain
metrics as illustrated in Figure 2.22 adopted from [130].
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SFigure 2.22 Hierarchical Routing [130]
The results obtained with the embedded implementations of proposed framework
indicate that hierarchical routing is indeed an appealing point-to-point routing
paradigm for large low power wireless networks. Apart from the results, the presented
HR framework is itself a major contribution as it allows for experimenting with
various design decisions and for comparing HR against other point-to-point routing
techniques.
2.7.5 Cluster based routing protocol for mobile nodes in Wireless Sensor Network
The author of [131] proposed adaptive Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
scheduling and round free cluster head protocol called Cluster Based Routing (CBR)
protocol for Mobile Nodes in Wireless Sensor Network (CBR Mobile-WSN). In this
protocol the cluster head receive data from not only its member during the TDMA
allocated time slot but also other sensor nodes that just enter the cluster when it has
free time slots, each cluster head takes turn to be the free cluster head in the network.
CBR Mobile-WSN change TDMA scheduling adaptively according to traffic and
mobility characteristics. The proposed protocol sends data to cluster heads in an
efficient manner based on received signal strength.
A new low packet loss technique with efficient power consumption routing
protocol for WSN has been proposed in CBR Mobile-WSN protocol. The cluster head
sends data request message to its members, when the cluster head does not receive
data from its members, the packet is considered loss and the clusterhead consequently
discharges the sensor node's membership, at the end of the frame. On the other hand,
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when the sensor node does not receive data request message from the cluster head it
will tryto establish new membership with new cluster to avoid loss packets.
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Figure 2.23 CBR Mobile-WSN Time Line: (a)Node's Time Line, and
(b) Cluster Head's Time Line [131]
When the sensor node receives data request message from cluster head but it has
no data to send, the node will not occupy any time slot. Thus, the timeslot will be
assigned to another member who has data to send. This adaptive protocol can avoid
wastage of timeslot, hence ensures efficient bandwidth utilization. Each cluster head
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keep some free timeslot to enable other incoming nodes from other cluster to join its
cluster. In energy efficient transmission, the transmitter will send the message
according to the received signal strength of data request message from the cluster
head as illustrated in Figure 2.23 adopted from [131]. This protocol reduces the effect
of mobility by decreasing packet loss by changing the TDMA scheduling adaptively
and using round free cluster head. This protocol is also energy aware, as it reduces the
energy consumption by transmitting with low transmission with minimal amount of
energy power based on the receivedsignal strengthofdata request message. The CBR
Mobile-WSN protocol shows significant improvement in data transfer success rate
and energy consumption in mobility environment compared to LEACH-Mobile
protocol.
Table 3.2 summarizes the comparison chart for some existing hierarchical routing
Table 2.2 Comparison chart ofhierarchical routing protocol




2.7.6 Advantages ofhierarchical routing protocol
In general, hierarchical protocols promote the use of data aggregation and data
fusion. This could include some additional functionality to eliminate duplicate
messages. Data aggregation reduces network overhead and the amount of messages
being transmitted thus reducing energyconsumption.
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Somehierarchical network topologies simplify deployment strategies to the use of
homogeneous nodes. There is no requirement of including and deploying specific
nodes with higher specified functionality and resource capabilities.
The power consumed in clustering approaches is much lower to setup clusters
rather than the network as a whole. Power consumption is localized to the cluster.
Data messages also traverse much less nodes to reach the cluster heads. In
general hierarchical routing protocols consume much less energy in the network as a
whole.
2.7.7 Disadvantages ofhierarchical routing protocol
Some hierarchical network topologies require the inclusion and deployment of
specific nodes with much higher specified functionality and resource capabilities.
This will influence the cost of the network in terms of deployment as well as
manufacturing. Deploying nodes with differing functionality will complicate any
attempt to rotate cluster heads.
To overcome this disadvantage some hierarchical protocols propose the use
of homogeneous nodes. Routing strategies that require the cluster heads to
communicate directly to thebase station or over extra-long distances will significantly
consume more energy. To overcome these cluster head hot spots, protocol
implementations utilize dynamic cluster head selection and rotation.
The additional overhead to randomize cluster heads in homogeneous network,
enhance additional computations and complexity. Additional information needs to be
gathered by the sensor nodes to setup and initialize the network, thus introducing
additional overhead and transmitted messages for initialization. Network initialization
could consume much more energy than flat network topologies.
The selection of cluster heads is determined bythe protocol operation. Scalability
would be influenced negatively with increasing network sizes and therequirement for
an increased amount of cluster heads.
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2.8 Mobility Aware Routing Protocol
Node mobility is an interesting factor that influences the performance of routing
protocols. Recently developed WSNs protocols assume that the sensor nodes and base
stations are static; however in critical situation applications like battle environments
where the requirement of the sink and sensors is to be mobile. Mobile nodes increase
additional complexity to network topology changes that routing protocols have to
manage. Frequently updates of mobile node location over the network reduce the
energy level ofnodes and busy the propagation medium. The Routing protocols must
be efficient in order to manage the mobility overhead and topology changes in such an
energy-constrained situation, while still maintaining the full functionality of the
network. Design considerations for networks containing mobile nodes include reliable
packet delivery, energy efficiency and slow message delivery latency.
2.8.1 Mobility principles
The wireless nature of WSNs presents the ability to support mobile entities within a
WSNs. Mobility can be present in WSNs in three forms:
• Node mobility: All or a subset of the source nodes are mobile in this context
and depends on the intended application. Node mobility implies that the
network topology will change with time if one or more source nodes move
away from predetermined message paths to a base station. There is a trade-off
between the energy consumed to maintain full network functionality and the
tolerance of routing protocols to handle topology changes due mobility of
source nodes.
• Sink mobility: Sink nodes may be mobile in an attempt to reduce energy
consumed to propagate a data message across the network to a base station.
The base station may not even be part ofthe network; such as a user collecting
data using a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA). The challenge is to design the
routingprotocol to be able to facilitate requests from a mobilebase station that
will change its geographic position over time and to route data message to
such a mobile base station.
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• Event mobility: The phenomena required to be sensed by the source nodes
may be mobile and moving between sensor nodes. This does not seem
challenging at all, if you consider that it is still just another phenomenon that
needs to be sensed. However routing protocols such as TEEN (described in
2.7.2) may request specific attributes from source nodes in specific regions.
These types of protocols need to be aware of event mobility and is tightly
bound to the application.
The following are some established Mobility Aware routing protocols that are
accepted by literature: An adaptive strategy for energy efficient data collection in
sparse wireless sensor networks [132], Secure data collection using mobile data
collector in clustered wireless sensor networks [133], Lightweight mobile data
gathering strategy for wireless sensor networks [134], Mobile Agent based Data
Fusion for Wireless Sensor Networks with a XML Framework [135], Data gathering
in wireless sensor networks with mobile collectors [136], Data collection in sensor
networks with data mules: An integrated simulation analysis [137], Deploying
Multiple Mobile Sinks in Event-Driven WSNs [138], Multiple Mobile Sinks
Positioning in Wireless Sensor Networks for Buildings [139], Data Gathering in
Wireless Sensor Networks with Multiple Mobile Collectors and SDMA Technique
Sensor Networks [140], On Data Collection Using Mobile Robot in Wireless Sensor
Networks [141] and Data collection in wireless sensor networks assisted by mobile
collector [142]. The next subsections are to give a brief description about some
influential contributions for hierarchical network architectures.
2.8.2 Datacollection in Wireless Sensor Networks by utilizing multiple mobile nodes
Themajor and vital concern in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is data collection in
an efficient manner. Many researches prove that using mobile nodes to collect and
transfer data in WSNs is more beneficial than static multi-hop routing. The author of
[143] emphases on data collection issues in WSNs with minimum mobile nodes and
proposed a path planning based algorithm to reduce the number of mobile nodes by
optimizing the feasible path for each mobile node. Mobile node is responsible to pick
up the data cached in a sensor node via one-hop distance once it travels near a point
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that R meters far from this static node. Every mobile node must visit the sensor nodes
that are allocated to it because the storage capacity of sensor node is not enough, in
every t seconds to elude the excess of sensordata as illustrated in Figure 2.24 adopted
by [143]. The deployment of mobile nodes within the network is totally dependent
upon the moving speed, when the moving speed of mobile node is fast enough then
only one mobile node can cover all sensor nodes in / seconds. However, in real
environment, the moving speed of mobile node is limited then multiple nodes are
required to visit all sensor nodes in specified time.
POI Path POI Path
Mobile Node Mobile Node
Figure 2.24 Data collection by using multiple mobile nodes [143]
In summary, this protocol provide formal model the issue of global /-visit with the
minimum mobile nodes via one hop wireless communications, propose a heuristic
path planning algorithm to reduce the number of mobile nodes and optimize their
travel paths. Finally, the simulation results show that proposed scheme can
extraordinarily decrease the number of mobile nodes once compared with existing
protocols.
2.8.3 Mobile data collector strategyfor delay sensitive applications
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) literature demonstrates that the static sink
accomplishes badly in terms of network lifetime and end-to-end delay, moreover
number of techniques develop mobile sink to collect the data from sensor nodes in
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non-delay-sensitive applications. The authors of [144] propose a new routing protocol
for mobile data collector based on data reliability and low-latency for delay-sensitive
WSNs applications. This proposed MDC/PEQ protocol employs mobile data
collectors (MDCs) that periodically broadcast the beacon messages, sensor nodes
receive these beacon messages to join the MDCs cluster and update their routing
information in order to forward the datapackets to related MDC.
All information exchanged are kept nearby the neighbors of the nodes to
minimized the overhead and sensor nodes achieve simple but well-organized path re-
establishment through the signal strength of the beacon message. According to
proposed solution to minimize end-to-end packet delay and increasing the reliability
ofdata with small or no overhead by decreasing the number ofhops where packet of
data have to navigate. Moreover, the simulation experiments results ensure that the
introduction of mobile data collectors inWSNs minimizes the congestion at the nodes
closer to the sink as illustrated inFigure 2.25 adopted from [144].













Figure 2.25 Sensor network with Mobile Data Collector [144]
The author showed an interesting experimental results that on average 80% of sent
data messages are forwarded successfully to MDC. The results also Indicate that the
successful packets delivery ratio is much higher than compared to the static PEQ and
argues that the improvement is due to the minimized hops ofmessage propagation to
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aMDC. The decreasing in the number ofhops to reach adestination should positively
reduce energy depletion in the network as a whole. The successful packet delivery
ratio is however influenced negatively if themovement speed of theMDC increases.
2.8.4 Routing to aMobile Data Collector (MDC) on apredefined trajectory
In [145] propose a novel distributed technique of data collection using mobile data
collector in WSNs where MDC travels beside a predefined route along the area of
sensor network and forward sensor data through relaying nodes towards the sink or
access point. Delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant are two category of data; delay-
sensitive data are directly forward the data to data collector while delay-tolerant data
collected at nearby relaying node where data collector is responsible to gather the data
and forward to base station or access point. Hypothetical investigation is to measure
the effect of mobility of data collector in terms of network lifetime as matched with
static data collector WSNs.
The proposed architecture does not need any type ofsynchronization among the
data collector and sensor nodes, in delay-sensitive data the delay measured is very
similar to stationary base station network. This is the first protocol scheme in mobility
aware routing protocol that provides on-line data delivery to mobile data collector in
localized, distributed and asynchronous techniques.
2.8.5 ROME: Routing OverMobile Elements in Wireless Sensor Networks
The author of [146] presents Routing over Mobile Elements (ROME), a geographic
protocol for WSNs characterized by high dynamics, such as node addition, node
removal and the mobility ofsome ofthe network nodes. ROME builds on geographic
forwarding protocols that have been defined for networks with static nodes and a
static sink. The proposed protocol retains desirable properties such as optimized
performance through cross layer design, receiver-based relay selection, asynchronous
nodal duty cycles and the ability to deal with connectivity holes in the network
topology (dead ends).
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ROME combines an energy-efficient MAC protocol with greedy forwarding
endowed with a mechanism for escaping from connectivity holes. The functioning of
the protocol is summed up as follows. In order to save energy, nodes follow
asynchronous awake/asleep schedules (duty cycles). A node does not know its
neighbors and their duty cycles. When a node has a packet to transmit it initiates a
contention phase, looking for a relay between its awake neighbors (eligible relays).
The aim is that of finding a relay to advance the packet toward the sink. Letx be a
node engaged in packet forwarding, and letF(x) be theportion of node x transmission
area where relays offering positive advancement toward the sink are located as
illustrated in Figure 2.26 adopted from [new 78].
Figure 2.26ROME: Forwarding regionofx [146]
To advance the packet towards the sink node x selects a relay among the awake
neighbors in F(x) (greedy forwarding). This advancement is always possible when
there is at least a neighbor closer to the sink. There are times, however, when this
simple greedy mechanism fails because ofdead ends i.e. nodes that have no neighbors
in the direction of the sink. To cope with dead ends ROME borrows the basic ideas of
ALBA-R coloring mechanism, extending it to cope with network dynamics and nodes
mobility. The contribution ofthis research inWSNs by defining and testing, ROME, a
routing protocols for networks with mobile nodes. While dealing with mobility,
ROME also retains desirable properties of protocols proposed for routing in static
WSNs which includes dealing with node addition and removal as well as congestion
and connectivity holes. Through simulations, the results show that on scenarios with
static and mobile nodes together ROME is an efficient solution that delivers all
generated packets to the sink and outperforms ad hoc schemes that have been
proposed for mobile networks.
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2.8.6 Prolonging Network Lifetime via a Controlled Mobile Sink in Wireless Sensor
Networks
In [147] explore the mobility ofa mobile sink in a wireless sensor network (WSN) to
prolong the network lifetime. Since the mechanical movement of mobile sink is
driven by petrol and/or electricity, the total travel distance of the mobile sink should
be bounded. To minimize the data loss during the transition of the mobile sink from
its current location to its next location, its moving distance must be restricted. In
addition, considering the overhead on a routing tree construction at each sojourn
location of the mobile sink, it is required that the mobile sink sojourns for at least a
certain amount of time at each of its sojourn locations. The distance constrained
mobile sink problem in a WSN is to find an optimal sojourn tour for the mobile sink
such that the sum ofsojourn times in the tour is maximized.
First, formulate a joint optimization problem referred to as the distance-
constrained mobile sink problem, by providing a mixed integer linear programming
solution. Due to its hardness, then propose a novel three-stage heuristic that exhibits
low computational complexity and high scalability. That is, it first calculates the
sojourn time profile at each potential sojourn location. It then finds a feasible sojourn
tour for the mobile sink such that the sum of sojourn times at the chosen sojourn
locations is maximized, subject to the mentioned constraints. It finally makes a
sojourn time scheduling for the mobile sink bydetermining its exact sojourn time at
each chosen sojourn location. Finally conduct extensive experiments by simulations
to evaluate the performance ofthe proposed algorithm in comparison with the optimal
solution by solving the MILP. The experimental results demonstrated that thesolution
delivered by the proposed algorithm is the nearly optimal and comparable with the
MILP formulation but with much shorter running time.
2.8.7 Advantages of mobility aware routing protocol
The main advantage ofmobility aware routing protocols is its ability to support static
as well as mobile nodes in the network. The mechanisms introduced to offer this
support attempts to avoid network separation due to mobile nodes while promoting
high message delivery success ratios at the base station.
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2.8.8 Disadvantages ofmobilityaware routing protocol
The mechanisms utilized to provide mobility support may be detrimental to the
protocol's network scalability with increasing network sizes and/or a higher fraction
ofmobile nodes in the network.
Mobility support adds additional computational complexity in order to determine
and predict node movement and data collection strategies. The added computational
complexity adds additional power requirements with an increase in the amount of
mobile nodes to perform normal routing activities.
Mobile aware routing protocols may assume the deployment of homogeneous
nodes or not. Some of the mobile nodes acting as data collectors may require
unlimited power resources.
2.9 Critical Evaluation of LEACH andHybrid Multi-hop LEACH
Since LEACH [122] and Multi-hop LEACH [127] are described in literature survey
which are the base starting points of this research work, this section cover the critical
analysis of the design rules ofthese protocols.
2.9.1 Energy dissipation due to displacement
The foremost drawback of LEACH routing protocol is directly forwarding the
aggregated and compacted data from all cluster heads to the base station, in this
situation some of the cluster heads are far from the base station and other are closer to
it because of all sensor nodes are ubiquitous in an enormous area. This has been huge
effect in terms of communication energy depletion among the cluster heads towards
the base station. Two types of radio communication energy depletion includes
transmitter/receiver electronics and transmit amplifier energy. Normally the energy of
amplifier is essential for efficient communication that is much bigger than the energy
of transmitter and receiver electronics and controls the energy depletion of
communication.
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The minimum essential energy of amplifier is directly related to double the
distance from source to preferred destination (£r*W^) advising in free space and
lognormal shadowing model, so the energy depletion ofcommunication significantly
increases when the distance of communication rises. That is proved, the far cluster
heads acquired much more energy to forward the data towards the base station than
the other cluster heads those near the base station and the significance difference
arises in energy dissipation among the sensor nodes those which are near and far the
base station after successful rounds of the network. In LEACH protocol all sensor
nodes start with same energy level, the far nodes utilizes the energy before those
closer the base station, so the overall effect the network divided in two sections by
alive and lifeless nodes and the network performance declines.
2.9.1.1 Energy dissipation calculation in LEACHprotocol
First order radio model is the big achievement in the area of low energy radio
networks; this model gives very simple equations for both transmitting and receiving
data from one node toanother node are given below inequations 2.1 and 2.2.
ETx (J, d) - ETx_elec(l) + %-amPtt d) (2.1)
= (lEeiec + lEfsd2,d< d0
' \lEelec +lEfsd\d> d0
ERx(f) = ERx_elec(l) = lEelec (2.2)
Transmission energy to transmit a message of / bits comprises radio electronics
dissipation ETx.elec (/) and amplifier dissipation ETx.amp (/, d); d is the distance between
transmitter and receiver. Ifdis less than a threshold d0, ETx.amp (/, d) a d2 according to
the free space model; otherwise ETx.amp (I, d) acf is according to the multipath model.
Ee[ec and Eamp are affected by many factors, LEACH protocol set as: Eelec = 50 nj/bit




Figure 2.27 Data trasnmission in LEACH protocol
Therefore, for above given parameters it is clear that receiving and transmitting
data is not a low cost operation. Energy dissipation of transmission and receiving
analysis between nodes A and B are given below, suppose the packet size is 288 bits
and distance d is approximately 30 meters.
Energy dissipation to transmit per packet= lEelec + lEamvd2
^KEelec + E,amp d2)
= 288 (50 nj/bit + 10 pj/bit/m2 * (30)2)
ETx(l,d) = \6.9*lO-6J
Energy dissipation to receive per packet = lEelec
= 288 * 50 nj/bit
^r(0 = 14.4*10"6J
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2.9.1.2 Energy dissipation calculations in hybrid multi-hop LEA CHprotocol
Energy dissipation of transmission and receiving analysis between nodes A and B in
Hybrid multi-hop LEACH, suppose the packet size is 288 bits and distance d is
approximately 12 meters from clusterhead to anotherclusterhead.
Energy dissipation to transmit per packet - lEelec + lEampd2
= K^elec + Eamp *d2)
- 288 (50 nj/bit + 10pj/bit/m2 * (12)2)
£V*ftc0 = 14.8*10-6J
Energy dissipation to receive per packet = lEelec
= 288* 50 nj/bit
Figure 2.28 Data trasmission in Hybrid multi-hop LEACH protocol




Energy and routing holes are the major types of communication holes. The energy
hole problem is a key factor in WSNs which disturbs the lifetime of network because
sensor nodes normally perform as originator and router of data. The communication
obeys a many-to-one and converge-east pattern, where nodes transmit heavy
communication load near the base station, causing increased energy dissipation rate
[1]. This eventually creates sink separation from rest of the network known as an
energy hole. This energy hole is present near the base station instead of other
topographical region covered by thenetwork. After arising the energy hole the sink is
not able to receive anydata from sensor nodes, therefore an energy deletion is wasted
in significant quantity and thenetwork lifetime ends prematurely [148 - 152].
The primary and utmost objective in communication network is efficient routing.
The efficient routing protocol in WSNs is to increase the quality ofnetwork services
and prolong the network lifetime. Two types of "routingholes" can exist in real time
sensor networks such as redeployable and non-redeployable holes. In redeployable
holes are formed because of physically destruction or dissipation of energy, so the
additional nodes maybe redeployed in the network region to carry the whole WSNs
back in an efficient way. Hence, this redeployable hole is also known as "temporary
holes". Another type ofrouting hole is "permanent holes" which are non-redeployable
holes arise mainly because of harsh environment (e.g. lakes, river etc.) and physical
hurdles (e.g. big trees, buildings etc.). As the name denotes the non-redeployable
holes cannot be fixed byjust falling extra sensors nodes [153 - 156].
2.9.3 Energyand routing hole in hybrid multi-hop LEACH protocol
The whole sensor network in Hybrid multi-hop LEACH [127] protocol is distributed
into small areas that are acknowledged as cluster and one node is selected as a cluster
head in each cluster which is responsible to collect accumulated data from its member
nodes of the cluster and transmit it to next cluster head or base station. The drawback
of this multi-hop routing protocol is facing energy and routing hole problems, since
cluster head near the base station relaying heavy traffic load from another cluster
heads in every round and relaying cluster head is died in current round because of
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energy depletion as illustrated in Figure 2.29. This problem is arising again in every
round because the network topology is changing due to the mobility of sensor nodes
and cluster heads are different from the previous one in each round, so the overall
effect is the network lifetime ofthis multi-hop routing protocol does not live longer
and data reliability is not sufficient at the base station.
Figure 2.29 Energy hole inHybrid multi-hop LEACH protocol
According to energy hole concern in Hybrid multi-hop LEACH protocol which
directly impacts in routing mechanism of the network. The routing path from cluster
head to the base station is not available any more due to heavy traffic loads from
another CH's and immediately drain the energy; this effect is continuously dropping
the sensed and valuable data because the final route destination is breakdown as
illustrated in Figure 2.30. The overall effect is number of nodes which are selected as
a cluster head in each round are died because of energy and routing hole problem
occurs, so thenetwork is not able to livefor a longer period.
Network Area >
Figure2.30 Routing Hole in Hybrid multi-hop LEACH protocol
2.10 Chapter Summary
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) is a new technology with multitudes of
possibilities for new and interesting applications. These networks can be deployed
randomly without physical restrictions as with normal wired sensor systems.
Communication within these networks is of utmost importance and the most energy
consuming activity. Due to the physical restrictions of the network and its
components, energy conservation should be the very first consideration when
developing WSN and researching further the current body of knowledge.
This chapter presented a brief overview on the communication with WSNs and in
more detail the concepts and principles that apply to the network layer. To conserve
energy and maximize the lifetime of the network, a routing protocol needs to be as
simple and scalable as possible. The design of a routing protocol should consider the
intended network topology and operations required from the application layer. The
considerations for protocol design, simulation and evaluation are summarized at a
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high level.
The design and improvement of any research project to positively contribute the
current body ofknowledge, requires a fundamental understanding ofthe leading and
most referenced work available in literature. This chapter summarizes the main
contributor's research and implementations applicable to WSNs routing protocols.
WSNs routing protocols can be categorized into data centric, hierarchical and
mobility aware network topologies. The protocols influencing this research are
covered at a high level with reference to more detailed documents. The protocols that
are used as benchmark and for simulation analysis later in this dissertation are
described; these are LEACH and novel application specific network protocol for
wireless sensor networks (Hybrid multi-hop LEACH). Mobility aware routing
protocol is covered briefly with the presentation ofa protocol providing tolerance to
mobility in WSNs; the concept ofMDC provides the groundwork that is adopted to
complement this research.
Each ofthe protocols presented in this chapter does have its own set ofchallenges
and unique approaches but the intent is to use the advantages and powerful
mechanisms to enhance the design of this research.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF MOBILE DATA COLLECTOR BASED HIERARCHICAL
CLUSTERING ROUTING PROTOCOL
3.1 Introduction
Each of the seminal contributions briefly described in previous chapter was designed
while considering the consequences of everydesigndecision made. Literature dictates
the main consideration for the design ofrouting protocols should be energy efficient.
Other considerations should also be taken into account such as communication holes,
scalability, reliability and mobility. These considerations affect the final proposal,
designand performance of a new routingprotocol.
The scope of this dissertation includes the design of proposed routing protocol
named the Mobile Data Collector Based clustering routing protocol (MDC based
LEACH) for Wireless Sensor Networks. This protocol is grounded on famous
LEACH and novel application specific network protocol for wireless sensor networks
(Hybrid multi-hop LEACH) to allow for energy efficient data gathering within the
networks where topological changes due to mobility are unavoidable.
3.2 Design Consideration of Proposed Protocol
This section discusses energy efficiency as well as the additional considerations taken
into account during the design ofMobile Data Collector based routing protocol.
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3.2.1 Energy efficiency
Sources in literature state that transmission among nodes in WSNs is the highest
energy consuming activity in the network [86]. The functional lifetime of the network
as awhole can be prolonged by reducing the energy consumption in every node. The
design ofMDC based LEACH routing protocol is based on the following mechanisms
in an attempt to maximize energy conservation.
3.2.1.1 Source initiated
The source nodes will forward sense data messages towards the cluster head. There is
no requirement for the cluster head to forward interests or queries to one or many of
the source nodes. In fact, any request from the cluster head for any data messages
should be ignored by the sensor nodes. This design choice reduces the global
network knowledge ofnodes and the number ofmessages transmitted to receive the
data messages.
3.2.1.2 Event driven
Sensed data transmissions are dictated by the source nodes (source Initiated) and will
only forward data messages ifrelevant data is available. The transmission period can
be based on afixed period or when predefined thresholds are reached, source initiated
and event driven mechanisms constitute the same operation in most cases.
3.2,L3 Data aggregation
The aggregation ofdata messages in cluster heads reduces the amount oftransmission
overhead and the total amount of messages being transmitted in the network as a
whole. Data aggregation has been proven in literature to produce higher energy
conservation and reduction in message duplication.
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3.2.2 Data reliability
The intention of sensor applications is to gather information of sensed phenomena in
order to react to specific data if so required. The successful delivery of data messages
at the base station is a very important QoS property and requirement to fulfill the need
of the application. Data messages are thus required to successfully propagate through
the network to the sink node with the lowest possible latency. The reliability of
the protocol needs to be weighed against the energy efficiency, excellent energy
efficiency does not add any value if the successful message delivery ratio is too low.
3.2.3 Scalability
All flat network routing protocols and some of the recently developed hierarchical
routing protocols assume the deployment of homogeneous. The scalability of MDC
based LEACH routing protocol is manifested in the following properties:
• Hardware independence requires that all nodes in the network have the same
functionality, available resources and will equally participate in the protocol
operation.
• Simplified multi-hop routing strategy enables a higher scalability factor for the
expansion of network on demand. Routing logic is localized to each node and
its immediate cluster head, no global network knowledge is required. Routing
data messages will only know the current location of nearest MDC by the help
of MDC beacon messages and then forward the message towards the base
station.
3.2.4 Node mobility
Traditional routing protocols rely on a static deployment of sensor and base stations in
the network. Some parts of the network may become isolated from its path to the sink;
then the node will fail or move beyond the maximum transmission distance and static
nodes are not able to sense the data from sharp edges of the network area.
Implementation of the mobile nodes and mobile data collector within the network is
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the viable solution to monitor or sense the data from whole network and collected at
base station efficiently.
The node movement model can be random movement pattern by the help of
probability density function and mobile data collector utilizes predefined trajectory to
relay the data towards the base station. Mobile Data Collector may introduce as a
reduction in traffic load at the cluster head that is closest to the sink and knowledge of
MDC location status is required to successfully alter the routing protocol behavior for
cluster heads.
3.3 System Model
Mobile Data Collector based routing protocol (MDC based LEACH) consider an
environmental monitoring applications sensor network, consisting ofRdata collectors
and N sensor nodes in an area A. To emulate the real-life situations, all the nodes are
distributed randomly across the area A. Here, a number of mobile data collectors are
assumed to be marked in the network with a predefined movement pattern and a
relatively slow constant speed.
MDC based LEACH routing protocol follow the three-tier network architecture of
Mobile Wireless Sensor Networks (mobile WSNs). The mobile data collectors in this
type of architecture are equipped with a radio transceiver to communicate with sensor
nodes and base station. Every sensor node collects the data from neighboring location
and sends this collected data to cluster head and then cluster heads forward the data
towards base station by one of the Mobile Data Collectors (MDC) (i.e. multi-hop
communication). The multi-hop simulation model implies that nodes will be
indirectly contacted with the sink/base station.
Every cluster head requires local memory to store sensed aggregated data
messages of nodes until being sent. Every mobile data collector would require an
internal clock (or timing mechanism) to update the current location itself by sending
beacon messages to cluster heads in every 5 seconds.
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3.3.1 Proposed framework and topological architecture
The proposed framework and topological architecture ofMDC based LEACH routing
protocol for wireless sensor networks is expressed in Figure 3.1 and 3.2 respectively.
This architecture reduces the energy consumption of the sensor nodes, enhance the
network lifetime and increase traffic received at base station. MDC based LEACH
uses three-tier network architecture and multi-hop communication for data
aggregation and transmission from sensor node to base station. It has been observed
that this type of architecture enhances the network scalability for large-scale
environmental applications, reduce the channel disputation area and prospective
energy saving.




MDC - Mobile Data Collector
SN - Sensor Node
Figure 3.2Topology of MDC based LEACH hierarchy
3.3.2 Description ofproposed protocol
Mobile Data Collector based routing protocol is an application specific hierarchical
protocol for WSNs, applicable to monitoring the remote environments. Therefore,
proposed protocol is based on some assumptions as follows:
• Anynode in the network hastransmission power enough to communicate with
cluster head and canamend the amount of transmission power to itsneed.
• Each node can perform protocols and tasks of signal processing.
• Sensor nodes have data to send to cluster head periodically.
• The sensed data of nodes are correlated because nodes are located close to
each other.
At this scenario, data related to the events of the environment are often correlated.
MDC based LEACH uses a clustering hierarchical architecture, all sensed data from
nodes within a cluster can be processed locally and reduces the amount of data to be
transmitted to the end user. The main characteristics of MDC based LEACH are
described as follows.
• Cluster formation in MDC based LEACH is randomized, adaptive and self-
configuring.
• Data transfers can be controlled locally.
• ItAdopts MAC protocol for minimum energy consumption.
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• It performs application specific data processing, such as data compression or
• accumulation.
The operation ofMDCbased LEACH mechanismis distributed into time intervals
where every time interval consists of two phases: setup and steady state. The
mentioned time interval is determined prior to node deployment, the clusters are
formed in set-up phase and data transferring from cluster heads to MDC and then to
theBSin the steady-state phase asillustrated in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 MDC based LEACH operation time line
The LEACH hierarchical architecture is adopted in this protocol, in addition with
multi-hop routing by the help of relay agent that is mobile data collector. After the
formation of clusters, the mobile data collector can create a multi-hop routing
mainstay in proposed protocol; the data packets of this approach are routed to takes
several hops towards the base station by the help ofmobile data collector (MDC). The
major benefit ofthis approach is to reduce communication energy dissipation ofnodes
and reliable data delivery but need to some tradeoff inEnd-to-End delay.
Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) protocol is used as a MAC layer protocol
in order to decreasing the collision probability, thus CSMA MAC protocol is suitable
to WSNs specialized for environmental monitoring applications. Moreover, the node
in the network is aware of its location by Global Positioning System (GPS)
technology and cluster head receives beacon messages timely from mobile data
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collector to know about the location, At the beginning of every time interval, the
network will start with a setup phase andprogress on to a data transmissionphase.
3.3.3 Setup phase
Everynode chooses independently whether it should become a clusterhead, based on
the predetermined percentage of cluster heads and the amount of times that node has
fulfilled the function of cluster head. Assume node n will determine its cluster head
status by selectingan arbitrary number between 0 and 1 and compare it to a threshold
value T{n) for the round. If the chosen arbitrary number is less than the threshold
value T(n\ then node n becomes a cluster head for the specific round. The threshold
value [24] is calculated as:
( p
r , I -, TT- ifneGT(n) =j i _p*[rmod -^ (3.1)
v 0
Where P is the desired percentage of the total amount of nodes to function as
cluster heads at any given moment, r is the current round and G is the set of nodes
involved in the cluster head selection that has not been cluster head in the last
i
- rounds. Empirical research shows that the optimal percentage of cluster heads
average at 3 to 5 % ofthe total amount ofnodes in the network.
Every node that selects itself as a cluster head will now broadcast an
advertisement message to all its neighbors. Upon receiving the broadcast message,
source nodes will decide on a cluster head tojoinbased onthehighest received signal
strength of the broadcast message. The receiving node will notify the clusterhead of
its joining. The wireless transmission during the setup phase utilizes a Carrier Sense
Multiple Access (CSMA) MAC protocol. Each cluster head creates a Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) schedule, to assign a time slot for every joined source node
and will broadcast the schedule to all the cluster nodes. The timeslot assigned in the
TDMA schedule will allow every node to transmit data messages without interference
from other node transmissions.
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3.3.4 Steady state phase
After all nodes have been informedof the clusterTDMA schedule, it will forward
data messages to the cluster head if they have data available. Each source node may
disable its radio outside the period of that node's transmission timeslot in the TDMA
schedule, as an additional method of conserving energy. After the time schedule of all
nodes has elapsed, the cluster node aggregates the data into a single message to be
transmitted to mobile data collector and immediately forward towards the base
station. The operation of set-up phase ofmobile data collector based routing protocol
(MDC based LEACH) can be summarized by Figure 3.4.
When a CH's received sufficient data from its members then it will change the
spreading code for transferring the data to MDC and uses CSMA is employed as a
MAC layer protocol to avoid possible collision between them. The cluster head then
filters all received energy using the given spreading code. Thus neighboring clusters
radio signals will be filtered out and not corrupt the transmission of nodes in the
cluster. Efficient channel assignment is a difficult problem, even when there is a
central control centre that can perform thenecessary algorithms. Using Code Division
Multiple Access (CDMA) codes, while not necessarily the most bandwidth efficient
solution does solves the problem of multiple-access in a distributed manner [64].
However, CDMA codes is a pre-eminent solution in cluster based WSNs routing
because the method of multiple access that does not divide up the channel by time,
every CHs send aggregated data at the same time with his own pseudo code. Using
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Figure 3.4 Set-upmessageprocess flow ofMDC based LEACH
What makes CDMA work is a special type of digital modulation called "Spread
Spectrum". This form ofmodulation takes the user's stream ofbits and splatters them
across a very wide channel in a pseudo-random fashion. The "pseudo" part is very
important here, since the receiver must be able to undo the randomization in order to
collect the bits together in a coherent order. After successful transmission of data
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towards MDCs then CHs return to receive the sensed data messages from its
member's node by allocating time slots. As discussed earlier, all CHs using multi-hop
routing strategy by the help of mobile data collector to relay the aggregated data
packet towards the base station. Every 5 seconds the MDCs transmit a beacon
message to all clusterheads for data fusion, this beaconmessage contains the location










Figure 3.5 MDC Beacon Message
However, this multi-hop technique would increase network latency but in
proposed protocol End-to-End and channel access delay is trade-off with energy
dissipation of sensor nodes and data transport reliability. The duration of the steady
state phase is much longer than the setup phase to conserve energy. Since energy is
quite precious in inaccessible sensor nodes for environment monitoring, the routing
algorithm used here should be as simple as possible to prevent complexity of the
protocol.
3.4 Simulation of Proposed Routing Protocol
Lacking availability and additional cost of WSN hardware imposes difficulties on the
research, practical implementation and verification of WSNs routing protocols.
Routing protocols can be modeled in simulation tools to overcome these difficulties
and emulate the real world scenarios. Simulation of routing protocols can provide
valuable information in terms of protocol validation, optimization and simulation
environments assist in improving the accuracy and credibility ofprotocol performance
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by ensuring that results are repeatable and verifiable by other researchers. Available
discrete event simulators can provide abase for researchers to analyze and debug the
operation of a protocol design.
This dissertation focuses on the network layer routing protocol and certain
assumptions have to be made about the rest of the sensor node architecture artifacts
and environment variables. These artifacts and variables influence the implementation
and simulation results ofthis research and are discussed in the following subsections.
3.4.1 Application layer
In an attempt to design a routing protocol adaptable to a wide variety ofapplications
that function on a periodic data reporting mechanism, the application layer is
specified very simplistically. The application layer expects all of the sensor nodes to
forward the sensed data at a specific interval time.
3.4.2 Medium access control layer
It is assumed that the Medium Access Control (MAC) Layer will handle contention
for the radio channel by implementing a Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA)
MAC protocol for all wireless communications in the proposed routing protocol.
Simulation of other routing protocol for comparison purposes require the
implementation ofTime Division Multiple Access (TDMA) MAC protocol as well as
CSMA for broadcasting purposes.
3.4.3 Physical layer
The physical layer consists of the basic networking hardware transmission
technologies. It is a fundamental layer underlying the logical data structures of the
higher level functions in a network. The Binary Phase Shift Key (BPSK) is abinary
digital modulation scheme used in this research work i.e. one modulation symbol is
one bit and gives high immunity against noise and interference and a very robust
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modulation. A digital phase modulation, which is the case for BPSK modulation, uses
phase variation to encode bits. Each modulation symbol is equivalent to one phase.
The phase of the BPSK modulated signal is tc or -itaccording to the value of the data
bit. An often-used illustration for digital modulation is the constellation, transmitting
more bits per unit bandwidth comes at a cost and complexity of the receiver. In
another schemes receiver requires complex DSP (number crunching) while BPSK
receiver requires a simple design, which reduces energy consumption of node during
sensing, processing and transmission in WSNs.
3.4.4 Channel model
The channel model for the purposes of this research assumes symmetrical radio
frequency (RF) links. Symmetry of the radio channel implies that the same amount of
energy will be consumed to transmit a message from node A to node B, as compared
to a transmission from node B to node A. This is not a perfect model but is assumed
sufficient for the purpose of routing protocol modeling, as long as the same model is
used for all the simulated routing protocols. The author of [157] empirically attempts
to prove that a symmetrical and error free RF link is not valid by collecting
transmission and reception data between multiple nodes. Although the results show
that link symmetry is not always valid, a fair amount of inter node communication
still confirms to this model. The conclusion is that protocol simulations should not
assume symmetry and should include a fair amount of link asymmetry as part of the
research.
The channel model is further not assumed to be totally error free and does
consider channel irregularities and interference to a minor extent. The adopted
free-space-loss model in [18] isused in the simulations where the received power (Pr)
canbe represented as a function of the transmitted power(Pt) by:
Pr =FVaF^ (3'2)
Where Xis the signal wavelength, d is the distance between transmitting and
receiving nodes and a is referred to as the path loss exponent. Environmental noise
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conditions present a huge problem to the errors generated in wireless transmissions.
The path loss exponentattempts to cater for environmental interferences.
When an electromagnetic signal propagates, it may be diffracted, reflected or
scattered. These effects have two important consequences on the signal strength. First,
the signal strength decays exponentially with respect to distance. Second, for a given
distance d, the signal strength is random and log-normally distributed about the mean
distance-dependent value.
The lognormal distribution describes the random shadowing effects, which occur
over a large number of measurement locations and have the same transmitter and
receiver separation but have different level of clutter on the propagation path. This
phenomenon is referred to as lognormal shadowing. Simply put, lognormal
shadowing implies that measured signal levels at specific transmitter and receiver
separation have a Gaussian (normal) distribution about the distance-dependent mean,
where the measured signal levels have values in dB units. The lognormal shadowing
path loss model also adopted in this research work as well.
PL(d) =PL(d0) + 10nlog10 (£) + Xa (3.3)
Where d is the transmitter-receiver distance, n the path loss exponent (rate at
which signal decays), Xa a zero-mean Gaussian (in dB) with standard deviation o
(multi-path effects), d0 a reference distance and PL(do) the power decay for this
distance. Usually, n and a are obtained through curve fitting of empirical data.
The received signal strength (Pr) at a distance d is the output power of the
transmitter (Pt) minus PL(d), i.e. Pr = Pt- PL(d) (all powers in dB).
3.4.5 Radio model
The model of radio specifies the energy consumed during the transmission and
reception of messages over a wireless medium. MDC based LEACH routing protocol
employs a simple First Order Radio Model illustrate in Figure 3.6, where the
transmitter and receiver dissipate Ee\ec 50 nj/bit and transmit amplifier circuit
Gamp 100 pj/bit/m2 to achieve an acceptable Eb/N0. The current state-of-the-art in radio
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design, the First Order Radio Model factors are slightly improved than the other
models. For example, the Bluetooth initiative specifies 700 kbps radios that operate at







Figure 3.6 First order radio model
Suppose r is energy loss within channel transmission, when send a kbit message
at a distance d by the help of radio model, the transmission end calculations are in
equation 3.4 and 3.5:
ETX Qc,<£) = ETx_elec(k) + ETx^amp(k,d)
ETx(k, d) = Eelec *k + samp *k*d2





This model specifies a high energy consuming radio model, which emphasizes the
need to minimize message transmissions. The same maximum transmission distance
is used for all the simulation models in this research work. Assumes that all radios can
transmit at the same maximum transmission distance [157] questions this assumption
with a real-world data collection exercise and suggests using real-world data as input
to simulators to compensate for factors like elevation of nodes, radio interference etc.
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3.4.6 Node hardware and mobility
This research assumes the deployment of homogeneous nodes across the simulation
area with a single static base station. The following properties are assumed for every
sensor node:
1. Cluster headsmemoryis uses to storeand aggregate senseddata of nodes.
2. Limited power source and variablepower radio transmitter.
3. Location updates knowledge ofmobile data collector to cluster heads.
The movement of mobile nodes is not orchestrated by the nodes but by means of
external influence. The mobility of mobile data collector could be manifested by
attaching a sensor node to a moving vehicle or to a person for that fact. The
movement pattern of sensor nodes used for simulation is random and the movement
speed of mobile data collector is predefined, mobility is one of the main research
topics in this research work and proposed protocol is evaluated with mobile sensor
nodes.
3.5 Mathematical Models
In this research work several mathematical models have been implemented at
physical, data link and network layer of OSI reference model to simulate Mobile Data
Collectorbased routing protocol. Theseare explained as follows:
3.5.1 Energy dissipation calculation
Energy dissipation to transmit per packet - lEelec + lEampd2 (3.6)
Energy dissipation toreceive per packet = lEelec (3.7)





3.5.2 Power received calculation
(bandwidthS
centrefreq = basefreq +( ^q ) (3-8)
( Cspeed ) (3 9)\centerfreq) K" JX =
[A2 *OW7lp0Wer \
power=sqrt{i^*ZvowJ (3-10)
3.5.3 Displacement calculation between two nodes
displacement =pow ((xpas - intxpos), 2) +pow ((ypos - intypos), l) (3.11)
pow = Power function
xPos= Consume energy
intxpos = Initial position on x-axis
yPos = Total energy
intypos ~ Initial position of y-axis
3.5.4 Cluster head selectionbased on residual energy
( k(l<Econ/Etotal)) * ? — (3.12)Pi(t)=t N-k*(rmod^ J
Pi(t) = Calculate the probability
Econ = Consume energy
Etotal = Total energy
k = Number of cluster
N = Total number ofnodes
r = Round number
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3.5.5 Free space propagation model
Pt
P,=
Pr ~ Received power
Pt = Transmitting power
it —Pie standard value
X—Signal wavelength
d = Transmitter-Receiving distance
a= Path loss exponent
(3.13)
3.5.6 Log-Normal shadowing model
PL{d) =PL(d0) +10nlog10 (^j +Xa (3.14)
PL(d) = Path loss at reference distance
PL(d0) = Power decay at reference distance
d - Transmitter-Receiving distance
n = Path loss exponent
Xa = Zero-mean Gaussian distributed random variable
a= Standard deviation ofX
3.6 Mobile Data Collector Based Routing with Minimum Distance
The architectural view of MDC Minimum Distance LEACH protocol and
flowchart is illustrated in Figure 3.7 and 3.8 respectively.
Figure 3.7 MDC minimum distance LEACH
According to inverse square law, the energy of transmission is directly
proportional to the square of the distance, thus the sensor node A calculates the least
distance by squared distance function S (M) to reach the base station through MDCs
as illustrated in Figure 3.7 and calculate by equation 3.15 and 3.16.
S(M) =S*A_M +^-M_BS (M denotes MDC) (3.15)
Then the least of them is taken and in relation to the square of the distance from
the head node A to BS.
Min{S{M))<^A.BS (3.16)
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Figure 3.8 Cluster head to MDC flowchart
3.7 Mobile Data Collector Based Routing with Maximum Residual Energy
According to literature review of WSNs, the power efficient routing approaches are
Maximum available (PA) route, Minimum energy (ME) route, Minimum hop (MH)
route and Maximum minimum (PA) node route; MDC based maximum residual
energy is based on Maximum available (PA) route [1]. In data fusion mechanism
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towards thebasestation, all MDCs transmit a beacon message forall CH's contained
by the network to update their current position and residual energy level. Figure 3.9













Figure 3.9 MDC Beacon Message
After receiving the MDCs Beacon message CH's select the maximum residual
energy of MDC to route the data towards the base station in each round. Figure 3.10
illustrated the detailed data fusion mechanism by the approach of maximum residual
energy ofMDC, in current round cluster head 51 and 52 received the residual energy
level from MDC 1 and MDC 2 that is 25 j and 23 j respectively. Cluster head SI and
S2 select MDC 1 for transmitting the data because the RE level ofMDC 1ishigher
than MDC 2. In next round, all cluster heads again receive residual energy
information along with MDC current location by Beacon message from MDCs. At
this round the RE level ofMDC 2 is 23 j and MDC 1 is 22 j, every cluster head select
MDC 2 as a relay node for data collection at the base station. Same procedure will
follow for data collection within the network at the base station until the residual
energy ofsensor nodes and MDCs are accessible.
• Route 1 at Round 1: 51 and 52 - MDC 1 - Base Station
• Route 2 at Round 2: 51 and 52 - MDC 2 - Base Station
• Route 3 at Round 3: 51 and 52 - MDC 1 - Base Station
This approach clearly maintains the energy level of relay nodes that is MDCs
throughout the network until the MDCs are alive.
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MDC 1 Residual Energy
Round 1 (RE = 25j)
Round 2 (RE = 22j)
Round3(RE = 22j)
MDC 2 Residual Energy
Round 1 (RE = 23j)
Round 2 (RE = 23j)
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3.7.1 Algorithm ofMDC maximum residual energy LEACH
a. Each Node First Decided to cluster head or member node
b. IF a node is cluster head
i. Wait for t\ random time interval and after waiting t\ time interval
cluster head broadcast announcement to all nodes.
c. ELSE
i. Non-cluster head nodes listening cluster heads announces from
multiple clusterheads in the network during the t2 time interval.
ii. After t2 time non-cluster heads send joining message to cluster
head that is nearest to the node and wait for ACK message.
d. IF Cluster Head receives a joining message from a node.
i. Add this node as member node for this round, set the TDMA
schedule for that node and send ACK message to the node.
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e. IF Non-Cluster Head does not receive ACK message.
i. Send again joining message to the cluster head.
f. ELSE
i. Wait for the beginning steady state message from its own cluster
head
g. After h time all cluster heads send beginning steady state message to all
member nodes in the cluster.
h. IF non-cluster head node receives beginning steady state message from its
cluster head then it will wait for it time slot for sending the data to its own
cluster head,
i. Cluster Heads receive data from member node in their own clusters and
afterreceiving all data from member nodes then clusterhead aggregatethe
data into one packet and send the packet to maximum residual energy
MDC.
j. IF MDC receive packet from cluster head then MDC immediately forward
data to the Base Station,
k. DuringWhole round MDC constantly send beaconmessages to all cluster
heads in the network.
1. IF cluster head receives beacon message from MDC
i. IF MDC havemaximum residual energy then it will keep the ID of
the MDC in database.
ELSE
ii. Discard the beacon message.
3.8 Simulation Tool
Many simulation tools such as NS2, QualNet, OMNeT++ and OPNET are using to
simulate WSNs environment. OPNET simulator is selected to simulate proposed
MDC based LEACH routing protocol.
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3.8.1 Introduction of OPNET
OPNET [158] provides an integrated development environment for distributed
systems and modeling communication networks. Discrete event simulations are
evaluated both behavior and performance of modeled systems. OPNET provides
graphical editors and a flexible high-level programming language based on C/C++ for
modeled system. This allow users to develop detailed custom models. Moreover,
users can define new application statistics that are computed by user-defined process
besides some built-in application statistics that are collected automatically during
simulation. OPNET also includes a set of integrated post-simulation analysis tools;
provide great function including processing of simulation output and performance
evaluation.
3.8.2 Hierarchical editors ofOPNET
OPNET [158] Models are developed hierarchically for parallels real network system
consists of many editors and capture the characteristics of a modeled system's
behavior at different levels of the hierarchy and address different aspects of a model.
This allows lower level models to be reused and each editor has its own objects and
operations. Briefdescriptions of editors are as follows.
• Project editor: The Project Editor contains a workspace for creating and
editing network models and provides the resources needed to model all high-
level components of a real-world network. Project editor operations are: create
and edit network models, create derived models of nodes and links, customize
the network environment, run simulations and choose and analyze simulation
results.
« Node editor: The Node Editor provides the resources necessary to model the
internal functioning of nodes. Within the Node Editor, you can access
different modules. Each kind of module serves to model some Internal aspect
of node behavior such as data creation, data storage, data processing or
routing, data transmission, etc. A single node model is usually comprised of
multiple modules, sometimes dozens or even hundreds ofmodules.
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Process editor: The Process Editor provides the necessary features for
specifying process models that consist of both graphical and textual
components. It uses state transition diagrams (STDs) to graphically depict the
overall logical organization of the process model. Icons within an STD are
used to represent logical states and lines are used to represent transitions
between states. The operations performed by a process model are described in
statements based on the C or C++ languages; these statements can be
associated with states, transitions or special blocks within the process model.
Editing pads are used to enter the statements associated with states and blocks.
External system editor: The External System Editor provides the resources
necessary to create and edit external system definitions (ESDs). An external
system definition specifies an external simulator and defines the interfaces
necessary to communicate with it. In the External System Editor, interfaces
are represented as rows in a table.
Link editor: Link models provide reusable specifications for particular "types"
of link objects. Each type of link object can have different attribute interfaces,
comments, representation etc. Each link object created in the Project Editor is
considered to be an instance of the link model that it relies upon. Changes to
the link model are inherited automatically by the link instances, allowing
centralized control of large numbers ofobjects.
Packetformat editor: Packet formats define the internal structure ofpackets as
a set of fields. For each field, the packet format specifies a unique name, a data
type, a default value, a size in bits, an encoding style, a conversion method and
optional comments. Packet formats are referenced as attributes of transmitter
and receiver modules within node models, in calls to Kernel Procedures and
by the Declare Packet Formats operation in the File menu of the Process
Editor.
ICI (Interface Control Information) editor: ICI formats (Interface Control
Information formats) define the internal structure of ICIs. ICIs are collections
of data used to formalize interrupt-based inter-process communication.
Defined in the format are the names of attributes within the ICI, their data
types, their default values and optional descriptions. ICI formats are
referenced in call to Kernel Procedures from within process models.
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• PDF editor: Use the PDF Editor to create, edit, and view probability
density functions (PDFs). A probability density function defines the
probability weighting for every possible outcome over a range of possible
outcomes. PDFs are used as values for various attributes to model a wide
variety ofprobabilistic events and variations within a network [158].
3.8.3 Wireless module in OPNET
OPNET [158] provides a set of tools that provide specific support for modeling of a
variety of communication networks. Among them, Wireless Module allow users to
simulate wireless networks that include moving sites (both nodes and subnets), radio
communications, or both. Some capabilities are added to OPNET in the Wireless
Module:
• Moving sites: The Wireless Module provides two types of unfixed sites:
mobile and satellite. The former is proposed for most normal mobile wireless
networks and the latter for satellite communication networks. Users can define
trajectories of mobile sites that identify their locations as a purpose of time
during simulation. While orbits of satellites can be defined that specify their
motion.
• Radio links: In models of wireless networks, all sites communicate with each
other via radio links, the most critical capability is provided by the Wireless
Module. Radio links are implicit and affected by time-varying factors unlikely
bus and point-to-point links such as the amendment of transmitter and receiver
characteristics, communication sites movement and interfering from other
simultaneous transmissions. Besides, terrain and atmospheric effects can also
affect the performance of radio links. Thus, optional terrain models are
provided in the Wireless Module.
In order to model transmission of packets via radio links, the Wireless
Module adopts a Radio Transceiver Pipeline, which consists of multiple
stages. These stages model main behavior of wireless transmission and
receiving such as transmission delay, antenna gain, propagation delay and
background and inference noise and error correction. There are several default
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models available for each stage, which users can use to build different radio
links according to their specific requirements. Certainly, users can also design
theirownmodels for the stages in theRadio Transceiver Pipeline usingC/C++
programming language.
• Simulation features: The Wireless Module classify all nodes and share the
results of pipeline stages among them to reduce simulation time. In addition,
animationof sites movement canbe viewed during simulation.
In this research project, OPNET is chosen as simulation tool to model the
protocols for WSNs because the channel model Is too simplistic and enough models
of relevant protocols for WSNs. OPNET provides a fairly realistic simulation
environment among the available network simulators and has many various data
analysis and debugging tools and a perfect user interface.
The provision of modeler for an inclusive developed environment has then
supported both the modeling of communication networks and distributed systems.
The analysis towards behavior and performance of modeled systems comes to be
possible by performing discrete event simulations. In its function, the modeler
environment has integrated the tools to all phases of study which mayincludes model
design, simulation, data collection and data analysis.
3.8.4 Network model
A network model is built to simulate LEACH, Hybrid multi-hop LEACH and MDC
based LEACH protocols and these protocols are for WSNs environmental monitoring
applications, the network model is based on outdoor environment. Forty (40) sensor
nodes are deployed randomly in 1 (one) km2 area, all sensornodes move with random
direction and user-set speed during simulation in LEACH and Hybrid multi-hop
LEACH protocols. However in MDC based LEACH uses same network architecture
addition with multiple mobile data collector (MDC) in predefined trajectory. The end
user/BS node is stationary and located at the center of network as illustrated in
Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11 The network model
3.8.5 Node model
There are two types of nodes in network model, one is for all general sensor nodes
and the other is for the BS which is for base station. The node model of sensors are
illustrated in Figure 3.12.
Processor generates packets periodically and implements the network protocol
such as LEACH, Hybrid multi-hop LEACH and MDC based LEACH protocol. It is
the key process module in the node model and the queue csma proc is the process
module implementing CSMA MAC protocol. The radio transmit, receiver and
antenna constitute the underlying layer, transmit and receive the data packets through
radio links. There are received packet streams along antenna, the receiver to
Processor and transmitted packet streams along Processor, csma proc, the transmitter
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to antenna. Two statistic wires from the receiver to csma proc and Processor
respectively are proposed for collecting statistics. Besides there is a mobility process
which changes the direction and the node moves randomly with random time interval.
Figure 3.12 Node model of sensors
The model of the BS as illustrated in Figure 3.13; it is very simple and only a base
station to receive data without any control function. The model comprises a sink
process and a receiver.
Figure 3.13 Node model ofbase station
Figure 3.14 illustrates the model attributes of sensor node. As discussed in
previous chapter, the node in the MDC based LEACH loads a random time t\
uniformly distributed between zero and t\ if it is a cluster head. Alternatively, it loads









Figure 3.14 Model attributes of sensor nodes
The attributes, "wait annou time" and "send join time", are included model
attributes, representing ti and t2 respectively. As for other critical attributes, "round
time" is the duration of a round and "slot time" represents the duration a time slot in
TDMA schedule. In addition, "ground-speed' is the speed of sensor nodes and
"Network status" is a compound attribute of table. If the node is a cluster head, this
table is used to store its member's information such as ID's and distances, and
coordinates of mobile data collector by beacon messages for multi-hop routing to
relay data packets towards the BS. Moreover, if the node is a member node then it
stores only the information ofits cluster head.
j.0.6 Pioeess model
Specification of behavior of process model is performed using the Process Editor;
meanwhile process models that are presented by actual examples are as the processes
in the Node Domain and are within processor, queue and esys modules. Processes
themselves can be autonomously executing threads of control by doing general
communications and data processing functions.
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3.8.6.1 Trajectory generatingprocess
As described above, mobility process generates trajectory of node's movement during
simulation as illustrated in Figure 3.15. The programmed behaviors are executed
when the process enters, exits a state and transfer from one state to another.
Figure 3.15 Process model ofmobility
There are two types of states: forced state and unforced state. A forced state is a
temporary state, the process transfers to another state automatically after it enter
executives and exit executives are completed. An unforced state is a steady state, the
process pauses at an unforced state after enter executives are completed. Its exit
executives and next state transition are carried on when triggered by a system-
scheduled interrupt.
This process model begins with an initial forced state "init", it is enter executives
which execute to complete some Initiations including setting initial direction, getting
user specified speed, loading PDF's to generate streams of stochastic values. Then the
process transits to an unforced state "wait", whose enter executives are completed to
change direction with stochastic angle random, generate numeric outcomes for
stochastic interval time and change angle, and schedule next interrupt for changing
direction. When next interrupt time is up, the process execute self-state transition to
"waif and enter executives are implemented again.
3.8.6.2 Base station process
Base Station process model as illustrated in Figure 3.16, BS node model is the sink
process where data packets are received from mobile data collector, this process
model processing the data packet of the terminal and collects necessary statistics.
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Figure 3.16 Process model ofbase station
3.8.6.3 Mobile Data CoHectorprocess
Figures 3.17 illustrates the process model of Mobile Data Collector that receives the
aggregated data from all cluster heads and provide the location and residual energy of
mobile data collector by the help ofbeacon messages to all cluster heads.
—1~: --- - -- -'[^j?
Figure 3.17 Process model of Mobile Data Collector
3.8.6.4 Routingprocess
Modeling of the MDC based LEACH focus in Processor node; Figure 3.18 shows the
process model of Processor.
The process begins with "init" as well and then transits to unforced state "start"
after completing initiations. When the START interrupt scheduled at "init" comes
after start time delays specified by user, the process transits to an unforced state "idle"
and send all other nodes a HELLO message to join the network. At "idle" state, the
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node could receive HELLO messages from othernodes and get total number of nodes
joining the network via an unforced state "got a msg 1". This mechanism leads to
highly dynamic formation and organization of the network. After some time, the
process transits to forced state "tern" at which the numeric outcome is generated to
decide whether the node will become cluster head according to the probability
algorithm described in previous chapter. If the node becomes a cluster member, the
process enters the state "wait to join", the node receives ANNOU messages from
cluster heads and chooses cluster head at this state during some time via a
"got a msg 3". Then the process enters "got annou" and schedules an interrupt to send
JOIN to its cluster head. At this stage it sends JOIN iteratively till it receives ACK
from its cluster head, once it receives ACK then it will enter "member" through "got a
msg 4", which is the state for cluster member to begin steady-state phase. The cluster
member receives BEGINSTEADY from its head via "got a msg 5" and sends data
packets to its cluster head periodically at this state. If the node becomes a cluster
head, the process enters the state "head". At this state the process completes all
operations of cluster head during both cluster formation period and steady-state phase
described inprevious chapter, it processes the receiving packets via "got a msg 2". At
the steady-state phase, it does not only receive data packets from its cluster members
but also relayed data packets to the BS by mobile data collector, which acts as
intermediate relay node. However inboth states "member" or"head\ the process is at
the end of each round it transits back to "idle" and sends HELLO again to begin a
new round.
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Figure 3.18 Process model ofMobile DataCollector based LEACH routing protocol
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3.8.6.5 MediumAccess Control (MA C)process
The process model as illustrated in Figure 3.19 is developed for the queue,
csmajyroc, when a packet is ready to be sent, it is passed from Processor to
csma_proc. This module listens to whether the channel is free through the receiver,
only if the channel is free then the packet will be sent to the transmitter otherwise it
will be deferred.
Figure 3.19 Processmodel of CarrierSense MultipleAccess (CSMA) protocol
3.8.7 Packet format
OPNET allow users to define their own packet format by packet format editor. In this
research work, two types of packets are defined: short message and information
message. As described in previous chapter, short message is used to exchange
information during formation of clusters that includes six fields. Table 3.1 illustrates
the meaning of fields in short message.
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Table 3.1 Definition ofshort message
FIELDS MEANING
dest-address destination node ID
source-address source node ID
Msg-type Packet type
Status Number of cluster member
x-pos Source node's x position
y-pos Source node's y position
Information packet is used to carry useful data sensed by sensor nodes that
consists of header and information field. The header contains three fields of dest-
address, source-address and msg-type that have the same functions as short message.
The information field carries the data that the end user needs. The total length of
information packet is 36 Bytes or 288 bits that is the default packet size of TinyOS.
Table 3.2 illustrates the meaning offields in information message.
Table 3.2 Definition of informationmessage
FIELDS MEANING
dest-address destination node ID





Routing protocol design and operation is based on considerations dictated by
literature and published works. The design considerations for the development of the
proposed Mobile Data Collector based routing protocol (MDC based LEACH) are
energy efficiency, scalability, reliability of message delivery and support for node
mobility.
The functional model of MDCbased LEACHprovides an explicit statement ofthe
simulation model used to produce the results. The model is abstracted up to a level
with sufficient information to ensure that the results can be independently verified.
The operation of MDC based LEACH routing protocol is initialized by a restricted
broadcast from the base station to configure the routing information on each node.
Each node will select a clusterhead and mobile data collector as the next hop towards
the base station and will use that node to propagate data messages towards the base
station. Data aggregation at the cluster heads minimizes the amount of message
transmissions. Self-configuration and tolerance to topological changes are manifested
in the form ofpower, static route and dynamic route maintenance.
Simulation of Mobile Wireless Sensor Networks (mobile WSNs) routing
protocols is very important to further the current body of knowledge. This chapter
also introduced the simulation environment used for this research as first choice due
to the vast amount of available documentation and support for OPNET. The Mobile
Data Collector based routing protocol framework provides easy mechanism for users
to design the protocol at network layer of the mobile WSNs communication stack
with the support ofnode mobility and dynamic connection management.
A survey of literature has shown that all sources used in this dissertation assume
certain properties and artifacts of the network and node design. The major problems
identified are the amount, type and relevance of assumptions made to specify the
routing protocol and for presenting results. These assumptions are needed to be
considered, critically evaluated and the impact of each thoroughly understood when
researching routing protocol specifications. The assumptions made during the design
of the proposed protocol are described in detail as required to inform the reader of the
possible weaknesses and future extensions of this research.
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Finally, this chapter has presented the details of simulation assumptions and
models for this research project. OPNET is a popular simulation tool for
communication networks and distributed systems, which allow users to construct their
own models hierarchically. This research work builds anetwork model to implement
LEACH, Hybrid multi-hop LEACH and Mobile Data Collector based LEACH





The design for Mobile Data Collector based routing protocol (MDC based LEACH) is
implemented and simulated in OPNET. The performance of MDC based LEACH
protocol as a routing protocol is compared with LEACH and Hybrid multi-hop
LEACH, the implementation of each of these protocols only differs at the routing
layer without any differences in inter layer communication paradigms. LEACH is one
of the seminal contributions of hierarchical network architectures and referenced
multiple times in literature. Hybrid multi-hop LEACH is anotherhierarchical cluster
based routing protocol that utilizes multi-hop routing strategy from cluster head to the
base station, as an alternative of direct transmission in order to reduce communication
energy.
The artifacts and assumptions that do not differentiate the operation of any of the
simulated routing protocols are used as base for the OPNET implementation of all the
evaluated protocols. These artifacts and assumptions are described in more detail in
previous chapters and should ensure that the simulated protocol performance results
are evaluated equally under the same simulation conditions. A critical evaluation of
selected metrics produced by the results ofprotocol performance simulations provide
anindication of the industrial applicability of the designed protocol.
4.2 Simulation Parameters
The simulation parameters of LEACH, Hybrid multi-hop LEACH and Mobile Data
Collector based routing protocol are based on outdoor environmental applications of
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WSNs. The main simulation parameters are summarized in Table 4.1.

































Initial capacity is assumed to be constant
250 kbps
288 bits/packet or 36 Bytes






As discussed in previous chapter, Forty (40) sensor nodes are randomly deployed
in the area of 1000 * 1000 m and multiple mobile data collectors are travelled in
predefined trajectory, five clusters formed in the whole network and one sensor node
of the every cluster acts as cluster head. These sensor nodes are moving in the
network and each sensor communicates with its cluster head directly, cluster heads
forward the data to the base station, which is located in the middle of the network area
by the help of mobile data collector. Free space propagation and log-normal
shadowing model with an isotropic antenna have been deployed, the packet size is
288 bits or 36 Bytes which is the default size ofTinyOS.
4.3 Simulation Metrics
When evaluating the performance of routing protocols, the research concentrates on
following performance metrics. These metrics are used to measure and critically
analyze the simulated performance of Mobile Data Collector based LEACH protocol
against other leading routing protocols.
4.3.1 Energy consumption of sensor nodes and network lifetime
Energy consumption is most prominent metrics in mobile and static WSNs, since
sensor nodes have limited battery power source. Energy consumption of a sensor node
is equal to the sum of energy dissipation in transmitting, receiving, overhearing,
sensing, idle and sleeping states. Energy depletion during communication in both
transmitting and receiving is addressed to be the emphasis of this research
dissertation. Moreover, the energy dissipation of sensornodes has direct impact in the
performance of the network or network lifetime, more energy dissipation less network
lifetime and a smaller amount energy dissipation longer network lifetime.
4.3.2 Traffic received, packet loss ratio and packet inter-arrival time
The traffic received can be defined as the number of packets received at the base
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station to the number of packets sent by all the source nodes. Traffic received is an
important metric as it describes the message throughput of the routing protocol as
well as the protocol's ability to handle topological changes and failures in the
networks.
Traffic received depends mainly on path availability in terms of connectivity
among nodes, connectivity among nodes may be influenced by sporadic connectivity
to mobile data collector, node failures, transmission collisions, channel congestion,
corrupted packet etc. that creates packet drop within the network.
Packet loss occurs when one or more packets of data travelling across a network
fail to reach their destination. This metric is distinguished as one of the three main
error types encountered in digital communications; the other two being bit error and
spurious packets caused due to noise. Although energy efficiency should be the main
design consideration for mobile WSNs routing protocols, the successful delivery of
messages from source nodes to the base station is a very important performance
metric. If messages are not successfully delivered at the base station, the network is
wasting energy on unnecessary message transmissions and thus consuming more
energy.
The packet loss ratio can be defined as the ratio of the number of packets received
at the base station to the number of packets sent by all the source nodes. This ratio
ranges between 0% to 100% where 100% indicates that all the data messages
originating from the source nodes has successfully been delivered at the sink node.
Packet loss ratio is an important metric as it describes the message throughput of the
routing protocol as well as the protocol's ability to handle topological changes and
failures in the networks.
Packet inter-arrival time estimation and measurements are integral parts of much
traffic management, monitoring, and control tasks in packet-switched networks. The
estimation of the inter-arrival time can be performed off-line or on-line due to the
objective. The inter-arrival time estimation is important and has been applied in many
communication networks, estimated values of packet inter-arrival time are used to
measure the traffic rate for the QoS enabled networks. The packet inter-arrival time is
defined as thedifference of thearrival times of theith packet and the(i-l)th packet.
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4.3.3 Channel access and End-to-End delay
Average delay of the packet is defined as the time interval between packet generation
time in sensor nodes and received packet by the base station. As such, the packet
experiences two sources of delay: first, queuing delay depends on the traffic load and
the size of the queue that is time difference between packet entry to the queue and its
leave. Second, End-to-End transmission delay that is the difference in the time from
the moment of packet is transmitted until it reaches by the receiver. Normally this
delay is determined by channel bandwidth, packet length and the coding scheme
adopted.
4.3.4 Time until first and last node dies
Message transmissions among nodes within the network are the highest energy
consumer in WSNs, the power source of a node is depleted with each transmission
and reception of a message. The first complete depletion of a specific node's energy
will determine the point in time at which the full functionality of the network will
start to decrease; this time will initiate the start of topological changes in the network.
Although this metric does not indicate the routing protocol's ability to handle
topological changes due to failures or node mobility, it provides an indication of the
energy consumption under no fault conditions and at maximum capacity.
Routing protocol functionality depends on the ability to successfully delivered
messages originating from source nodes to the base station. The cluster heads within
the maximum transmission distance from the base station will relay messages towards
the base station by MDC. The routing protocol's message delivery ability is directly
affected by the availability of the cluster member nodes and the failure of these nodes
over time. As soon as all the power sources of the cluster member nodes are depleted,
there is no way that a message can be sensed and delivered towards the base station.
This metric benchmarks the point in time that a message will no longer be able to
reach the base station and the functionality of the network will cease.
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4.3.5 Node density vs. total energy consumption and total traffic received
Density is a physical property of matter, as each element and compound has a unique
density associated with it and defined in a qualitative manner as the measure of the
relative "heaviness" of objects with a constant volume. Therefore, it is important to
study the relationship between node density vs. total energy dissipation and total
traffic received, so that we can control the network resources in a desirable way. Total
energy consumption depends on the particular power settings used for transmission,
reception and idle listening, a metric of the traffic density and energy consumption is
used to monitor the status of each sensor node in the network. Total traffic received
means the successful packet delivery at the base station from sensor node by the help
of MDC.
4.3.6 Energy dissipation ofMDC and number oflive MDCs
Mobile data collector acting as a backbone within the network to relay the data
towards the base station in three-tier mobile WSNs architecture, in this context the
energy dissipation of MDCs must be balanced throughout the network in order to
achieve efficient and reliable network.
4.4 Simulation Results ofMDC minimum distance LEACH
The network parameters of simulation are explained in table 4.1, following
performance metrics are measured on average confidence interval after several
simulations run.
• Energy consumption of sensor node and number of live nodes
• Traffic received, packet loss ratio and packet inter-arrival time
• Channel access and End-to-End delay
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Figure 4.1 (a) and (b) EnergyConsumption of Node 17 and 36
Figure 4.1 (a) and (b) illustrated theenergy consumption of individual sensor node
after multiple simulations run over LEACH, Hybrid multi-hop LEACH and MDC
minimum distance LEACH routing protocol in both propagation models (Free Space
and Log Normal Shadowing). Sensor nodes are randomly deployed in the network of
all above-mentioned protocols, MDC minimum distance LEACH utilizes mobile data
collector for communication from cluster heads to the base station. The energy
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consumption of individual nodes in MDC minimum distance LEACH is less than
LEACH and Hybrid multi-hop LEACH routing protocol after 5 hours several
simulations run, because the distance is minimized from source to destination by
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Figure 4.2 (a) Energy Per Packet (b) Number ofLive Nodes
The graphs of energy dissipation of energy per packet is illustrated in Figure 4.2
(a) show a significant difference, which has direct impact on the performance of the
overall network or number of live nodes. The simulated result of Figure 4.2 (b)
exposed the considerable variation in number of live nodes. Therefore, MDC
minimum distance LEACH routing protocol is better than LEACH and Hybrid multi-
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hop LEACH routing protocol in terms of network lifetime because it stays active 73%
as completely longer and falling slightly faster.
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Figure 4.3 (a) Traffic Received (b) Packet Loss Ratio
Traffic or number of packets received at the base station in MDC minimum
distance LEACH routing protocol is higher 5-20% than LEACH and Hybrid multi-
hop LEACH routing protocol because the sensor nodes in MDC minimum distance
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LEACH stays alive longer and generate more packets. MDC minimum distance
LEACH has asmaller amount ofpacket loss ratio than LEACH and Hybrid multi-hop
LEACH because to stay away from bad radio communication, congestion, packet
collision, full memory capacity and node failures within the network. Figure 4.3 (a)
and (b) demonstrates the traffic received or number of packets received at basestation











Figure 4.4 Packet Inter-Arrival Time
Moreover, the packet inter-arrival time is less in MDC minimum distance LEACH
than LEACH and Hybrid multi-hop LEACH routing protocol as illustrated in Figure
4.4. The results proved that MDC minimum distance LEACH eliminates unsolicited
traffic or identifying the abnormal or unexpected network activity and congestion
level at the node or at the link. Estimation of the End-to-End performance and its
improvement is important for transactions from sensor node to base station.
4.4.3 Channel access and End-to-End delay
Channel busyness or latency time of data packet, when it is entered in the network
layer and getting out is measured by channel access delay, as illustrated in Figure 4.5
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(a) the average channel access delay ofLEACH, Hybrid multi-hop LEACH and MDC
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Figure 4.5 (a) Channel Access Delay (b) End-to-End Delay
The result shows that the channel access delay of MDC minimum distance
LEACH is slightly higher than LEACH and Hybrid multi-hop LEACH routing
protocol due to increased traffic load between sensor nodes to base station by
applying mobile data collector that is based on multi-hop routing strategy. The main
metric of network latency is End-to-End delay; it is defined as the time latency of data
packet, channel access delay and other potential delays from source to destination.
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Figure 4.5 (b) illustrates the graph of average End-to-End delay over time using
LEACH, Hybrid multi-hop LEACH and MDC minimum distance LEACH routing
protocol. The End-to-End delay ofMDC minimum distance LEACH routing protocol
is slightly higher than LEACH but same like as Hybrid multi-hop LEACH routing
protocol due to aggregated data packets in MDC minimum distance LEACH and
Hybrid multi-hop LEACH protocol takes multi-hops and consume more processing
time to reach the base station.
4.5 Simulation Results of MDC maximum residual energy LEACH
According to simulation parameters of table 4.1, following performance metrics are
measured on average confidence interval after several simulations run.
• Energy consumption of sensor node and number of live nodes
• Traffic received, packet loss ratio and packet inter-arrival time
• Channel access and End-to-End delay
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Figure 4.6 (a) and (b) EnergyConsumptionofNode 11 and 33
Figure 4.6 (a) and(b) illustrated the energy consumption of individual sensor node
after multiple simulations run over LEACH, Hybrid multi-hop LEACH and MDC
minimum distance LEACH routing protocol in both propagation model (Free Space
and Log Normal Shadowing). Sensor nodes are randomly deployed in thenetwork of
all above-mentioned protocols, MDC minimum distance LEACH utilizesmobile data
collector for communication from cluster heads to the base station. The energy
consumption of individual nodes in MDC minimum distance LEACH is less than
LEACH and Hybrid multi-hop LEACH routing protocol after 5 hours several
simulations run because the distance is minimized from source to destination by
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Figure 4.7 (a) Energy Per Packet (b) Number of Live Nodes
The graphs of energy dissipation of energy per packet is illustrated in Figure 4.7
(a) show a significant difference, which has direct impact on the performance of the
overall network or number of live nodes. The simulated result of Figure 4.7 (b) are
exposed the considerable variation in number of live nodes. Therefore, MDC
minimum distance LEACH routing protocol is better than LEACH and Hybrid multi-
hop LEACH routing protocol in terms ofnetwork lifetime because it stays active 55%
as completely longer and falling slightly faster.
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4.5.2Traffic received, packetlossratio and packet inter-arrival time
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Figure 4.8 (a) Traffic Received (b) Packet Loss Ratio
Traffic or number of packets received at the base station in MDC minimum
distance LEACH routing protocol is higher 5 to 15% than LEACH and Hybrid multi-
hop LEACH routing protocol because the sensor nodes in MDC minimum distance
LEACH stays alive longer and generate more packets. MDC minimum distance
LEACH has asmaller amount ofpacket loss ratio than LEACH and Hybrid multi-hop
LEACH in order to stay away from bad radio communication, congestion, packet
collision, full memory capacity and node failures within the network. Figure 4.8 (a)
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and (b) demonstrates the traffic received or number ofpackets received at base station
and packet loss ratio over time in LEACH, Hybrid multi-hop LEACH and MDC
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Figure 4.9 Packet Inter-Arrival Time
Moreover, the packet inter-arrival time is less in MDC minimum distance LEACH
than LEACH and Hybrid multi-hop LEACH routing protocol as illustrated in
Figure 4.9. The results proved that MDC minimum distance LEACH eliminates
unsolicited traffic or identifying the abnormal or unexpected network activity and
congestion level at the node or at the link. Estimation of the end-to-end performance
and its improvement are important for transactions from sensor node to base station.
4.5.3 Channel access and End-to-End delay
Channel busyness or latency time of data packet, when it is entered In the network
layer and getting out is measured by channel access delay, As illustrated in
Figure 4.10 (a) the average channel access delay of LEACH, Hybrid multi-hop
LEACH and MDC minimum distance LEACH routing protocol during the simulation.
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Figure 4.10 (a) Channel Access Delay (b) End-to-End Delay
The result shows that the channel access delay of MDC minimum distance
LEACH is slightly higher than LEACH and Hybrid multi-hop LEACH routing
protocol due to increased traffic load between sensor nodes to base station by
applying mobile data collector that is based on multi-hop routing strategy. The main
metric ofnetwork latency isEnd-to-End delay; it is defined as the time latency of data
packet, channel access delay and other potential delays from source to destination.
Figure 4.10 (b) illustrate the graph of average End-to-End delay over time using
LEACH, Hybrid multi-hop LEACH and MDC minimum distance LEACH routing
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protocol. The End-to-End delay of MDC minimum distance LEACH routing protocol
is slightly higher than LEACH butsame as Hybrid multi-hop LEACH protocol due to
aggregated data packets in MDC minimum distance LEACH and Hybrid multi-hop
LEACH protocol takes multi-hops and consume more processing time to reach the
base station.
4.6 Simulation Results of other performance metrics
This section describes some additional performance metrics of LEACH, Hybrid
multi-hop LEACH and MDC based LEACH routing protocols.
4.6.1 Time until first and last node dies
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Figure 4.11 (a) and (b) First and Last Node Dies
The simulation results reflecting the first and last node failures for differing
energy levels are illustrated in Figure 4.11 (a) and (b). The LEACH andHybrid multi-
hop LEACH protocols are less scalable than MDC based LEACH routing protocols.
This can be seen from the performance of MDC based LEACH is much better than
the LEACH and Hybrid multi-hop LEACH, because the time that the first node die
for LEACH on the other side, declines exponentially due to the possible large
distances that the cluster heads have to transmit to the base station. As expected one
of the nodes that was elected as a cluster head is the first to deplete its energy source
due to the deployment ofhomogeneous nodes. However, the first and last nodes dies
inHybrid multi-hop LEACH is later than LEACH protocol because multi-hop routing
provide less energy dissipation of sensor nodes and enhance network lifetime.
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Figure 4.12 (a) and (b) Node Density vs. Total Energy Consumption and
Total Traffic Received
Total energy consumption is the measure of energy dissipated in forwarding a
packet to the base station that is indicating the network lifetime optimization attained
by the protocols. Figure 4.12 (a), the total energy consumption is plotted on Y-axis
with varying number of sensor nodes (40-200) on X-axis, the total energy
consumption of MDC based LEACH is less than the LEACH and Hybrid multi-hop
LEACH protocol while increasing node density. At first glance the results show that
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the total energy consumption decreases significantly but this can be attributed to
increased sensing, computing and forwarding more data towards base station with an
increase in network size. Figure 4.12 (b) illustrate the throughput of the network
which refers total traffic received while increasing node density, the simulation result
validate that the MDC based LEACH protocol is better than LEACH and Hybrid
multi-hop LEACH since the proposed protocol is scalable, robust and performs better
with the larger WSNs. Moreover, the overall result shows that the total traffic
received is decreasing expressively because of huge routing overhead and most
importantly high packet loss ratio due to congestion between cluster heads, mobile
data collectors and base station. To resolve routing overhead, packet loss and
congestion issues from source to destination needs to allocatemore cluster heads and
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Figure 4.13 Total Energy Consumption
Figure 4; 13 shows the pie chart of total energy consumption including idle,
sensing, sleeping, overhearing and communication modes. The most important part is
communication mode because 70% energy consumes during communication and rest
ofthe 30 %consumes in sensing, idle, sleeping and overhearing.
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Figure 4.14 (a) and (b) Energy Consumption and Number of Live MDCs
As discussed earlier the core of the network is dependent upon the better
utilization of the mobile data collector, in this concern the research work also
consider, maintain and measured the energy consumption ofMDC and number of live
MDCs as illustrated in Figure 4.14 (a) and (b). According to results, prove that the
energy consumption of both mobile data collector is balanced during simulation hours
that affect both MDCs are alive longer.
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4.7 Factors Influencing Simulation Results
Simulation analysis and deduction during simulations ofthe routing protocols yielded
some interesting characteristics of factors that influence the results presented in this
dissertation. It is important to note that any variation on these factors will
yield differing results by different researchers. Variation of one or a combination of
the factors may even provide results indicating superior performance above others.
These factors must carefully be considered and the impact of it analyzed during
network simulations.
The size of the simulation area and the number of nodes placed in this area affects
the initial node placement, if random node placement is chosen. Random placement
functions on a normal random number generator within the maximum X and Yaxis
perimeters. A popular assumption during the design of many routing protocols in
literature state that all nodes will be connected; where connectivity is defined as being
within the maximum transmission distance of another node. Random placement of
nodes by a simulation may place nodes far away from other nodes causing isolation
between nodes or even parts of a network. Protocol simulations can be written to
ensure that all assumptions are met before simulation runs are commenced.
Node mobility introduces a few unknown variables that can be described as:
• Although this dissertation assumes random movement of sensor nodes,
literature provides a vast number of mathematical models describing the
movement of sensor nodes. The mobility model and the movement speed
however will be directly affected by the intended application, the movement
of sensor nodes within environment is explicitly known and routing protocols
can be designed to anticipate that movement.
• As shown in the results, the number of mobile data collector in a sensor
network has a direct effect ontheperformance of theprotocol.
• Node mobility during the initialization phase may also cause havoc in
protocol operation, ifnot taken into consideration.
• The mobility ofthe source nodes and mobile data collector has adirect impact
on the strategy taken during message routing. Protocol design should
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explicitly state and know the location of mobile nodes; all the protocols
simulated in this research are assuming a static base station.
• A survey on literature mentioning node mobility assumes knowledge of the
location of a mobile node in an effort to perform intelligent routing. Without
proper scientific backing on the process of location determination, the
researcher should be weary of these types of assumptions.
High density of nodes and mobile data collector will provide more alternative
paths towards the base station. The impact of node mobility on the routing protocol in
these deployments will be minimal as there will always be a next better path utilizing
the static infrastructure. The researcher's opinion is that it is better to design for a
network of sparsely deployed node to ensure that densely deployed nodes will yield
the same result.
4.8 Protocol Evaluation and Comparison
The protocols that are used as a benchmark and for simulation analysis in this chapter
are LEACH and Hybrid multi-hop LEACH, firstly analyzed and modified to suite the
analysis requirement of this research dissertation and then simulation implementation
of these protocols on OPNET. Each of the mentioned protocols is simulated in the
mentioned environment to measure and analyze the simulated performance against
MDC based LEACH routing protocol.
Table 4.2 shows a comparison chart with the simulated routing protocols, these
comparisons clearly shows an improvement in energy efficiency of sensor nodes,
overall network lifetime and enhance data transport reliability.
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Table 4.2 Comparison ofsimulated protocols
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Furthermore, Table 4.3 summarizes with existing cluster based routing protocols,
this comparisonchart also clarify that the MDC based LEACH protocol is better than
the other existing routing protocols, the contribution in summary are three-tier
architecture of Mobile WSNs, cluster based approach, inter-cluster multi-path and
multi-hop routing strategy and provide packet loss detection mechanism.
Table 4.3 Comparison with Existing Protocols
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Simulation results and the verification thereof are crucial in an academic research
without the possibility of industrial applications and testing. This chapter has
introduced the simulation metrics used for this research to evaluate and analyze the
performance of routing protocols. The protocols included in the simulations are:
LEACH, Hybrid multi-hop LEACH and Mobile Data Collector based LEACH
routing protocol.
The results presented in this chapter focuses on energy efficiency and the
reliability of message delivery for two different scenarios. The first scenario is a
deployment of mobile data collector based routing with minimum distance towards
the base station and the second deployment of mobile data collector based routing
with maximum residual energy towards the base station. The results are evaluated
against the discussed metrics and possible reasons are stated for abnormalities in the
simulation results. The performance metrics for the two scenarios are compared and
clearly shows the impact ofmobile data collector on the normal operation of a routing
protocol.
During the simulation runs, the author realized a few factors that may influence
the simulation results of routing protocols presented by literature. These factors are
discussed briefly in the end ofthis chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 Introduction
MobileWireless SensorNetwork (mobile WSN) is a new technology with multitudes
of possibilities for new and interesting applications. These networks can be deployed
randomly without physical restriction as withnormalwiredsensorsystems.
Transmission of data and communication within these networks is of utmost
importance and the most energy consuming activities. Transmission of data relies on
the networkrouting protocol to successfully delivered messages and data from source
to thebasestation. Due to thephysical restrictions of thenetwork components, energy
conservation should be the very first consideration when developing and researching
network routing protocols within mobile WSNs. Mobile WSNs routing protocols is
the focus of this dissertation to further thecurrent body ofknowledge.
5.2 Summary of Protocol Design
To conserve energy and maximize the lifetime of the network, a routing protocol
needs to be as simple and scalable as possible. It should however not abstract away
too much complexity because by doing so it might fail to handle failures and
topological changes within the network. These topological changes might even
consume more energy network wide in an attempt to compensate for changes.
This dissertation propose, develop and evaluate a mobile data collector based
routing protocol for WSNs (MDC based LEACH) which forms the foundation of this
research. The routing protocol is required to handle failures as well as topological
changes (node mobility) within the network, without consuming too much energy in
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the network as a whole to adapt the changed network architecture. The development
of MDC based protocol required a thorough understanding of WSNs routing
principles and the seminal contributions to the field. Literature proves that a routing
protocol contributes to the energy efficiency of WSNs by limiting the amount of
message transmissions. MDC based routing is built upon the following principles and
design decisions:
• Combining the exceptional qualities of both hierarchical and mobility aware
network topologies.
• Source initiated and event driven action.
• Multi message propagation path towards the base station.
• Data aggregation along the message propagation path.
• Routing based on knowledge of distance, available energy levels and mobility
status of mobile data collector.
• Computational simplicity.
• Reliability ofmessage delivery at the base station.
• Dynamic adaption to topological changes due to node mobility.
5.3 Summary of Results
The designing and simulation of mobile data collector based routing protocol (MDC
based LEACH) was completed utilizing OPNET. The simulated MDC based protocol
performance was compared to LEACH and Hybrid multi-hop LEACH using metrics
such as energy efficiency of sensor nodes, network lifetime and the reliability of data
delivery.
The simulation results presented in this research dissertation represents two
network architectures: MDC based routing with minimum distance and MDC based
routing with maximum residual energy. The performance metrics for the two
scenarios are compared and clearly shows the impact of node mobility on the normal
operation of a routing protocol. Multi-hop routing deployment performance of MDC
based LEACH exceeds flat network performance but does not quite match the
performance of LEACH and Hybrid multi-hop LEACH. Although MDC based
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LEACH consumes little bit more End-to-End delay with the inclusion ofmulti-hop
routing strategy in the network, network lifetime and reliability ofmessage delivery
more than compensates for this drawback.
Simulation results demonstrate that MDC based LEACH routing protocol reduces
the transmission energy of sensor nodes that makes the energy consumption more
evenly distributed among all sensor nodes and traffic received at the base station is
much higher due to efficiently increase the network lifetime. Acceptable evaluation,
comparison and verification ofpublished routing protocols require the availability of
source code for the same simulator environment. The simulation code for all the
protocols was accepted as correctly implemented and the source code for mobile data
collector based routing protocol is readily available for analysis and performance
verification.
5.4 Future Work
Future research continuing on the design and principles used for the development of
MDC based LEACH routing protocol will verify the results and design presented in
this dissertation. Possible research areas and topics may include:
• The investigation of another mobility models like random walk, random
waypoint and circular models with variable speed for mobile data collector
movement based on specific applications in an attempt to verify the design of
MDC based LEACH routing protocol.
• The current implementation ofMDC based LEACH isbased onsingle channel
allocation at base station. MDC based LEACH will enhance and validate by
multi-channel concept at the base station to directly allocate the channel for
MDCs instead of single channel. Besides multi-channel approach, the
proposed protocol utilizes multi-path concept as well, where aggregated data
ofcluster heads select the best routing path among the remaining cluster heads
and mobile data collectors towards the base station.
• The operation ofMDC based LEACH assumes that the successful delivery of
critical messages. Further work could include intelligence in the routing layer
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to associate critical messages with corresponding ACK messages by means of
a "conversation identifier". In this case, the routing protocol could take over
the responsibility to retransmit failed transmissions and dynamically removed
failed transmission links to future use.
5.5 Chapter Summary
The uses of dynamic route selection and multi-hop routing strategy towards the base
station consumes more End-to-End delay but ensures reduction in the energy
consumption of sensor nodes, enhance the network lifetime and reliability ofmessage
delivery when topology changes occur due to node mobility. Mobile data collector
based routing protocol (MDC based LEACH) succeeds in providing energy efficient
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#define START TIMEDELAYFLAG 0
#defme WAITDECISIONTIMEFLAG 1
#define WAIT_ANNOU TIME FLAG 2
#define WAIT JOINTIMEFLAG 3
#define MSG_ACK_TIME_FLAG 4
#define SEND INFO TIME FLAG 5
#define ROUND_TIME_FLAG 6
#define WAIT SENDANNOUJFLAG 7
#define SEND_JOIN_TIME_FLAG 8
#define SEND_BEGIN_TIME_FLAG 9
#define SENDBS TIME FLAG 10
#define ALL NODE 0
#define HEAD "cluster head"
#define MEMBER "member"
#define CHAN_POWER (op_intrpt_type() == OPCJNTRPTSTAT)
#defme DEFAULT_PKT_ARVL (opjntrptJype()==OPC_INTRPT STRM)
#define START ((opJntrpt_type()=OPC_INTRPT_SELF) &&
(op_intrpt_code()-=START_TIME_DELAY_FLAG))
#defme TIMEJJP 1 ((opintrpttype () = OPC INTRPTSELF)
&&(op_intrpt_code()-=WAIT_DECISION_TIME FLAG))
#define TIME UP 3 ((opintrpttype () = OPC INTRPT_SELF)
&&(op_intrpt__code()-=WAIT_ANNOU_TIME_FLAG))
#define TIME UP_2 ((op_intrpt_type 0 = OPCJNTRPT_SELF)
&&(op_intrpt_code()-=WAIT_JOIN_TIME_FLAG))
#define TIMEUP4 ((opintrpttype () = OPCJTNTRPTJSELF)
&&(op_intrpt code()-=MSG_ACK_TIME_FLAG))
#defme SENDINFOTIMEJJP ((opjntrptjype () =
OPCINTRPTSELF) && (op_intrpt_code()==SENDJNFOJTIMEJFLAG))
#define ROUND_TIME_UP ((opjntrptjype () =
OPCJNTRPTSELF) && (op_intrpt^code()—ROUND^TIME_FLAG))
#defme SEND_ANNOU_TIME_UP ((opjntrptjype () =
OPC_INTRPT_SELF) && (op_intrpt_code()=WAIT^_SEND_ANNOU_FLAG))
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#define SEND_JOIN_TIME_UP ((opjntrptjype () =
OPC_INTRPT_SELF) && (opintrpt code()=SEND JOIN TIME_FLAG))
#define SEND BEGIN TIMEUP ((opjntrptjype 0 =
OPC INTRPTSELF) && (opJntrpt^code()=SEND BEGIN TIME_FLAG))
#define SEND_BS_TIMEJJP ((opjntrptjype () =
OPCJNTRPT SELF) && (opintrpt code()=SEND BS_TIME_FLAG))
extern int Nojivenodes;
#define T E 1
Function Block
# define SIXTEENJPI SQ 157.91367
# define Cspeed 300000000
# define nodeJist_size 30
# define head list_size 10
# define Efs le-11
# define Emp 1.3e-15
# define Eelec 5e-8
# define Eda 5e-9




The following functions are to maintain the network status list by modifing the



































this function is to send the specific packet to low lever csma_proc
*****************^^^^H;^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^+^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^;i::i::[::(;
******************^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^:j::{;















pkptr = op_pk_create_fmt (pk_format_str);
/*Enterthe specific value for the sourceaddress in the packet*/















































/* schedule intrpt for the delivery of the next pkt */















































































This function is to update the "ID" field and the "distance" field of a node. FLAG










































































this function is to record that having got a hello(heart_beat) signal from the cluster














this function is to make the node to be a head, send the hello message, update the
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This function is for a node to join a cluster, record the information of the cluster
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this function instantly record the incoming packet's power, in order to calculate



















































































this function is to schedule an interupt when thenode waits tojoin
****************************************************************.(..,.











































































































/* get the objid ofthe generator process module */
selfJd = opJd_self ();







opJma_obj_attr_get (BSJ, "x position", &BSx);











/* read the promoted attributes at run time */
opJma_obj_attr_get (nodejd, "start time delay", &startJimedelay);
op ima_obj_attr_get (nodejd, "time up 1", &time_up_l);
opJma_obj_attr_get (nodejd, "time up 2", &time_up_2);
opJma_obj_attr_get (nodejd, "time up 3", &time_up_3);
op ima_obj_attr_get (nodejd, "time up4", &time_up_4);
opJma_obj_attr_get (nodejd, "round time", &round time);
op ima_obj_attr_get (nodejd, "slottime", &slot time);
opJma_obj_attr_get (nodejd, "wait annou time", &wait_annou time);
op ima_obj_attr_get (nodejd, "send join time", &sendJoin time);
opJma_obj_attr_get (nodejd, "send begin time", &send_begin time);
opJma_obj_attr_get (self id, "packet format", pk_format_str);
opJma_obj_attr_get (self id, "information packet format",
infojpkt format);














totalenergy_gstathandle-op_stat_reg("Total Energy Consume by all
nodes",OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE,OPC_STAT_GLOBAL);
/* calculate the random time for generating the next pkt */
/*randjime = op_dist_uniform (start time_delay);
/*opJntrpt_scheduIe_self (op_simJime () + nodejd,
STARTTIMEDELAY FLAG);*/





got msg 1 Enter exec
pkptr=op_pk_get(opJntrpt_strm());
0P_pk_nfd_get(pkptr,"source_address",&sourceJd);
/*the packet is not from own transmitter*/
/*calculate the distance from the source node to the target node basing on the
path loss modeI,suppose all node transmit in the same power level */
/*basing on the isotropic antenna, the Gain of all directions are 0 dB, assume
the inband power is the same as own power*/
base_freq-opJd_get_dbl(pkptr,OPC_TDA_RA_TX_FREQ);
bandwidth=opJd_get_dbl(pkptr,OPC__TDA_RA_TX_BW);
/*suppose each node transmit the signal in the same level, so we can























































it to join Enter exec









Got annou Enter exec










Got msg 3 Enter Exec
pkptr-op_pk_get(opJntrpt_strm());
opjk_nfd_get(pkptr,"source_address",&pkt_source id);
/*the packet is not from own transmitter*/
/*calculate the distance from the source node to the target node basing on the
path loss model,suppose all node transmit in the same power level */
/*basing onthe isotropic antenna, the Gain of all directions are 0 dB, assume
the inband power is the sameas own power*/
baseJreq=op td_get_dbl(pkptr,OPC TDARAJTXJFREQ);
bandwidth-op td_get_dbl(pkptr,OPC_TDA_RA_TX_BW);
/*suppose each node transmit the signal in the same level, so we can











































/*the packet is not from own transmitter*/
/♦calculatethe distance from the source node to the target node basing on the
path loss model,suppose all nodetransmit in the samepowerlevel */
/♦basing on the isotropic antenna, the Gainof all directions are 0 dB, assume
the inband power is the same as own power*/
base_freq-opJd_get_dbl(pkptr,OPC_TDA_RA_TX_FREQ);
bandwidth=opJd_get_dbl(pkptr,OPC_TDA_RA_TX_BW);
/*suppose each node transmit the signal in the same level, so we can


























































Got msg 5 Enter exec
pkptr=op_pk_get(opJntrpt_strm());
op_pk_nfd^get(pkptr,"source_address",&sourceJd);
/♦the packet is not from own transmitter*/
/♦calculatethe distance from the source node to the target node basing on the
path lossmodel,suppose allnode transmit in the same power level */
/♦basing onthe isotropic antenna, the Gain of all directions are 0 dB, assume
the inband power is the same as own power*/
base_freq-opJd_get_dbl(pkptr,OPC_TDA_RA_TX_FREQ);
bandwidth-opJd_get_dbl(pkptr,OPC_TDA_RA_TX_BW);
/♦suppose each node transmit the signal in the same level, so we can










































/♦the packet is not from own transmitter*/
/♦calculate the distance from the source node to the target node basing on the
path loss model,suppose allnodetransmit in the same power level */
/♦basing ontheisotropic antenna, the Gain of all directions are 0 dB, assume
the inband power is the same as own powerV
base_freq=op_td_get_dbI(pkptr,OPC__TDA_RA_TX_FREQ);
bandwidth-opJd_get_dbl(pkptr,OPC_TDA_RA_TX_BW);
/♦suppose each node transmit the signal in the same level, so we can


















































































































#define OUT STRM 0




#define BEGSIM INTRPT (op intrptjype()
OPCINTRPTBEGSIM)
#define PKTARVL (op intrpt type() = OPCINTRPTSTRM)
#define CHAN_FREE (op_statJocal_read (CH_BUSY STAT) = 0.0)
#define MORE_PKTS (!op_strm_empty (IN_STRM) ||
lopsubq^empty (0))
#define CHANGOESFREE (op intrpt type() = OPCINTRPTSTAT)
#define NOMORE PKTS (op_strm_empty (IN_STRM) &&
op_subq_empty (0))
#define WAIT_TIME_UP (opjntrptjype ()= OPCJNTRPT_SELF)
Function Block
/♦ if the channel is found busy, remove pkt from the
input stream and buffer it then set up the timer ♦/
void






/♦remove pkt from the strm*/
pkptr = op_pk_get(IN_STRM);
/*buffer pkt in the queue*/
opsubcLpk insert (0, pkptr, OPC_QPOS_TAIL);
/♦calculate the random time to wait till another transmission*/
randJime=op_dist_outcome(waiting_dist_ptr);
/*schedule intrpt for the deliveryof the next pkt*/
op intrpt_schedule_self(op_sim time()+randJime,0);
FOUT






/*remove pkt from the strm*/
pkptr - op_pk_get(IN_STRM);
/*buffer pkt in the queue*/
op_subq_pkJnsert (0, pkptr, OPCQPOS TAIL);
FOUT






/*calculate the random time to wait till another transmission*/
randJime=op_dist_outcome(waiting_dist_ptr);







nodejd = opJopo_parent(op id_self());
/* get the statistics handles */
chan_accessJocal_handle = op_stat_reg ("Chan Access Delay (msec)",
OPC_STAT INDEXNONE, OPC STATLOCAL);
chan_access_globalJiandle = op_stat_reg ("Chan Access Delay (msec)",
OPC_STATJNDEX_NONE,OPC_STAT_GLOBAL);
own id=opJd_self();
/*read the promoted attributes at run time*/
opima_obj_attr_get(ownid,"waitingtime",&waitingJime);
opjma_obj_attrget(ownjd,"tryprobability",&tryj)robability);
/*load the waiting time distribution*/
waiting_dist_ptr^op_distjoad("uniform",0.0,waiting time);
tlT_dist_ptr=op_distJoad("bernoulli",try_probability,0.0);
XMT pckt Enter exec
/* check if there are packets in the buffer */
if (op_subq_empty (0) = OPC_FALSE)
{
/* remove pkt from the head of the queue ♦/




/♦ get the packet from the input stream ♦/
pkptr - op_pk_get (IN_STRM);
} /♦ end else */
/* determine and record channel acces delay ♦/
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chan_access_delay = opsimjime () -op_pk_creationJime_get (pkptr);
op_stat_write (chan_access_global_handle, chan__access_delay * 1000.0);



































/♦send the pkt to the transmitter^/
/♦filter the suitable destinate nodes*/










#define WAIT_TIME_UP (opJntrptjype () = OPCJNTRPTSELF)
Init Enter exec
/♦initial the phase of the direction*/
phase=60;
presentdirection-0;
/*obtian the parent node's object ID.*/
sel f_id=opJd__selfQ;
nodeJd=opJopo_parent(self_id);
/♦get the user specified ground_speed and the ascenting rate*/
op ima obj_attr_get(node id,"ground_speed",&speed);
/♦opJma_obj_attr_get(node id,"ascent_rate",&ascent_rate);^/
/♦set the initial ground_speed and the ascenting rate ofthe node*/
opJma_obj_attr_set(nodeJd,"groundspeed",speed);
/* Load PDF for bearing direction */
















/♦set the bearing direction fo the node*/
opjma_obj_attr_set(nodeid,"bearing",present_direction);
/♦calculate the random time to wait till another transmission♦/
randJime=op_dist_outcome(time interval dist_ptr);





























/♦ Initilaize thestatistic handles to keep ♦/
/* track of traffic sinked by this process. */
bits_rcvd_stathandle =op^stat_reg ("Traffic Sink.Traffic Received (bits)",
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OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE,OPC_STAT_LOCAL);
bitssec_rcvd_stathandle - op_stat_reg ('Traffic Sink.Traffic Received
(bits/sec)", OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE,OPC_STAT_LOCAL);
pkts_rcvajstathandle - op_stat_reg ("Traffic Sink.Traffic Received
(packets)", OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL);
pktssec_rcvd_stathandle - op_stat_reg ("Traffic Sink.Traffic Received
(packets/sec)", OPC_STATJNDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL);
ete_delay_stathandle - op_stat_reg ("Traffic Sink.End-to-End Delay
(seconds)", OPC_STAT_INDEX^NONE, OPC STAT LOCAL);
bits^rcvd_gstathandle - op_stat_reg ("Traffic Sink.Traffic Received
(bits)", OPC_STATJNDEX_NONE,OPC_STAT_GLOBAL);
bitssec_rcvd_gstathandle - op stat_reg ("Traffic Sink.Traffic Received
(bits/sec)", OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE,OPC_STAT_GLOBAL);
pkts rcvdgstathandle - op_stat_reg ("Traffic Sink.Traffic Received
(packets)", OPC_STAT INDEXNONE, OPC_STAT__GLOBAL);
pktssec_rcvd_gstathandle = op_stat_reg ("Traffic Sink.Traffic Received
(packets/sec)", OPCSTAT INDEXNONE, OPC_STAT_GLOBAL);
ete_delay_gstathandle - op_stat_reg ("Traffic Sink.End-to-End Delay
(seconds)", OPC_STATJNDEX NONE, OPC_STAT GLOBAL);







Msg receive Enter exec
double interval-O.O;







pksize - (double)op_pk total_size_get (pkptr);























































#define Beacon_msg_send time ((op intrpt type()—OPC_INTRPT_SELF)
&&(op intrpt_code()=TimeBeaconMsgFLAG))
extern int Nojivem nodes;
#define T E 30
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Function Block
# define Efs le-11
# define Emp 1.3e-15
# define Eelec 5e-8
# define Eda 5e-9














/♦Enter the specific value for thesourceaddress in thepacket*/


































eduleself (op_sim time ()+ 5, Time_Beacon_Msg_FLAG);
}














selfjd = opJd_self ();
nodejd = opJopo_parent(self id);
subnetjd = opjopo_parent(node id);
BSJd - opJd_from_name(subnet id,OPC OBJTYPE_NODE__FIX,"BS");
if(BSJd=-OPC_OBJID_INVALID)
op_sim_end("End","","","");
op imaobjattrget (BS id, "x position", &BSx);







pk ct-op stat reg("pk ct",OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE,OPC_STAT_LOCAL);
opJntrpt_schedule_self (op_simJime () + 1, Time_Beacon_Msg_FLAG);
NoJive_mob_nodesJmdI=op_stat_reg("Num of live mobiles
nodes",OPC STAT INDEX NONE,OPC STAT GLOBAL);
energy_hndl=op_stat_reg(''Energy
Consumption(J)",OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE,OPC_STAT_LOCAL);
Msg receive Enter exec
double distance2;
/* Obtain the incoming packet. */




/* Caclulate metrics to be updated. */
pksize = (double) op_pk totalsizeget (pkptr);










































/* Update local statistics.*/
/* Destroy the received packet. ♦/
//op_pk_destroy (pkptr);
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